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We develop a quantum stochastic calculus on full Fock modules over arbitrary
Hilbert BB-modules. We find a calculus of bounded operators where all quantum
stochastic integrals are limits of RiemannStieltjes sums. After having estalished
existence and uniqueness of solutions of a large class of quantum stochastic dif-
ferential equations, we find necessary and sufficient conditions for unitarity of a
subclass of solutions. As an application we find dilations of a conservative CP-semi-
group (quantum dynamical semigroup) on B with arbitrary bounded (Christensen
Evans) generator. We point out that in the case B=B(G) the calculus may be
interpreted as a calculus on the full Fock space tensor initial space G with arbitrary
degree of freedom dilating CP-semigroups with arbitrary Lindblad generator.
Finally, we show how a calculus on the boolean Fock module reduces to our
calculus. As a special case this includes a calculus on the boolean Fock space.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The beginning of quantum stochastic calculus as it is used today is
probably the calculus on the symmetric Fock space 1(L2(R+, H)) by Hudson
and Pathasarathy [HP84]. (Compare, however, also the works [AH84]
devoted to a calculus on the Fermi Fock space and [BSW82] devoted to
the Clifford integral.) The free calculus on the full Fock space F(L2(R+))
was introduced by Ku mmerer and Speicher [KS92, Spe91]. Shortly later
Fagnola [Fag91] showed that free calculus fits after very slight modifications
into the representation free calculus in Accardi, Fagnola, and Quaegebeur
[AFQ92].
One of the main goals of quantum stochastic calculus is to find dilations
of conservative CP-semigroups (i.e., semigroups of unital completely positive
mappings on a unital C*-algebra B). In usual approaches the initial algebra
B is taken into account by considering the tensor product of the Fock space
by an initial space G on which B is represented. In the calculi in [HP84, KS92,
Spe91] the dilation problem has been solved for special CP-semigroups on
B(G), namely, those with (bounded) Linblad generator [Lin76] of one degree
of freedom (i.e., the one-particle sector is L2(R+) and in each of the possibly
infinite sums of Eq. (13.1) only one summand remains). A general Lindblad
generator (for separable G) requires a calculus with arbitrary degree of
freedom (with one-particle sector L2(R+, H)). For the symmetric calculus
this problem was solved in [MS90] where infinite sums of integrators
appear. A similar calculus on the full Fock space was treated in [FM92].
However, this calculus is only for one-sided integrals and the conservation
integral is only mentioned.
Here we develop a free calculus on the full Fock module. Already in the
case of Lindblad generators (i.e., CP-semigroups on B(G)) it has enormous
advantages using Hilbert modules just as a language. The initial space
disappears. Instead, we consider two-sided Hilbert modules over B(G). The
infinite sums of integrators are replaced by a finite sum (just one summand
for creation, annihilation, conservation and for time integral). We explain
this in Section 13.
However, a calculus on Fock modules does more. It allows us to find
dilations for (bounded) generators of CP-semigroups on arbitrary C*-algebras
B whose form was found by Christenson and Evans [CE79]. Recently,
Goswami and Sinha [GS99] introduced a calculus on a symmetric Fock
module [Ske98a] and used it to solve the dilation problem for Christensen
Evans generators.
As usual, the one-particle sector is obtained by a GNS-construction from
the generator and, therefore, it is a Hilbert BB-module. One problem
which had to be faced in [GS99] is that, as pointed out in [Ske98a], the
symmetric Fock module over an arbitrary Hilbert BB-module does not
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exist without additional assumptions. One sufficient assumption is that the
Hilbert module is centered (i.e., it is generated by those elements which
commute with B). In [BS99] we point out that Hilbert B(G)B(G)-modules
(complete in a certain weak topology) are always centered. And, indeed, in
[GS99] it is one of the first steps to embed the the Hilbert BB-module which
arises by GNS-construction into a bigger Hilbert B(G)B(G)-module. On the
contrary, a full Fock module can be constructed over arbitrary one particle
sectors. Therefore, in our case we do not have to enlarge the one-particle sector.
A first attempt for a calculus on a full Fock module was made in Lu
[Lu94] where the calculus lives on the Fock module F(L2(R+, A))
(instead of F(L2(R+, E))). As A is the simplest AA-module possible, the
module structure of the one-particle sector is very simple. In fact, the
calculus is isomorphic to the calculus on GF(L2(R+)) in [KS92] where
A is represented on G. However, the algebra A=Ba(F(E)) is very big and
contains the original algebra B only as a, usually, very small subalgebra.
We also mention the abstract calculus by Hellmich, Ko stler, and Ku mmerer
as outlined in [HKK98] where a one-to-one correspondence between
additive and multiplicative adapted cocycles with respect to an abstract
white noise is established. These results are, however, restricted to the
set-up of von Neumann algebras with faithful normal (invariant) states.
Our approach to calculus is inspired very much by [KS92] and we
borrowed also some essential ideas from [Spe91] as far as conservation
integrals are concerned. Reference [KS92] develops stochastic integration
for creation and annihilation processes. All limits there are norm limits.
Taking into account also conservation integrals destroys norm convergence.
In [Spe91] this problem is solved with the help of a kernel calculus. We
follow, however, the ideas in [Ske98b] and use the V-strong topology, dealing
always with concrete operators.
The basic idea in [KS92, Spe91] is probably to use the graduation on
the Fock space in order to define a new norm. It is this idea which is
responsible for the fact that we are in a position to find a calculus of bounded
operators. In Section 2 we repeat this idea in a general set-up. Additionally,
we proof the necessary generalizations for strong limits.
In Section 3 we define the full Fock module and basic operators on it.
In particular, the generalized creators and annihilators as introduced in
[Ske98b] simplify notation in the following sections considerably. In
Section 4 we define adaptedness, again following [Ske98b]. This notion of
adaptedness, is simpler and more general than the original notion in [KS92].
Also here the generalized creators play a crucial role in drawing consequences
of adaptedness in a transparent way.
In [KS92] the theory is developed for processes which belong to some
L4-space. This is in some sense the most general class possible. Here we
consider V-strongly continuous processes. This is sufficient, because all
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integrals lead to processes belonging to this class. Additionally, our restric-
tion has the advantage that all integrals are limits of RiemannStieltjes
sums. On the other hand, our theory is dealing with very general integrators
(whereas the integrators in [KS92, Spe91] are the simplest possible). In fact,
our integrators are so general that the differential equation resolving the
dilation problem has not a single coefficient. In Section 5 we introduce
both the function spaces from which we take our processes and those from
which we take the integrators.
In Section 6 we show existence of integrals for the considered class of
processes and integrators. In Section 8 we show that conservation integrals
are essentially non-continuous. In Section 9 we establish the Ito formula.
As the techniques used here depend highly on the class of processes and
integrators, these sections differ considerably from the corresponding sections
in [KS92]. In particular, the results in Section 8 are much more involved
than the corresponding results in [Spe91].
In Section 7 we show existence and uniqueness of solutions of differential
equations. In Section 11 we establish that solutions of particular differential
equations, those with ‘‘stationary independent increments,’’ have cocycles
as solutions. In Section 10 we state necessary and sufficient conditions for
unitarity of the solution and in Section 12 we use the results to solve the
dilation problem for a general ChristensenEvans generator. The ideas to
all proofs in these sections are taken directly from [KS92, Spe91]. It is
noteworthy that, actually, the proofs here, although more general, are
formally simpler than the original proofs. (This is due to absence of coef-
ficients in our differential equations.)
We close with some applications. In Section 13 we explain that the
calculus on the full Fock space GF(L2(R, H)) ([KS92, Spe91] treated
only the case H=C) is contained in our set-up. In Section 14 we show that
the calculus on the boolean Fock module is included. In particular, we show
that the (non-conservative) CP-semigroups T on B which may be dilated
with the help of a boolean calculus are precisely those having the form
Tt(b)=btbbt* where bt=et} ( } # B, Re }0) is a semigroup of contractions
in B.
Conventions and Notations. In the sequel, in constructs like ‘‘quantum
stochastic calculus’’ or ‘‘quantum stochastic differential equation,’’ etc., we
leave out the words ‘‘quantum stochastic.’’ By R+ and N0 we denote the
non-negative reals and integers, respectively. N=[1, 2, ...].
For basics about Hilbert modules we refer the reader to [Pas73, Lan95,
Ske97, BS99]. We recall only that for us Hilbert B-modules are right
B-modules with a B-valued inner product, right B-linear in its right
variable. Hilbert AB-modules are Hilbert B-modules where A acts
non-degenerately as a C*-algebra of right module homomorphisms. In
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particular, if A is unital, the unit of A acts as unit. The C*-algebra of
adjointable mappings on a Hilbert module E we denote by Ba(E). The
(interior) tensor product (over B) of the Hilbert AB-module E and the
Hilbert BC-module F is the Hilbert AC-module E x F with inner
product defined by setting (x x y, x$ x y$) =( y, (x, x$)y$). Recall that
by definition Hilbert modules are complete with respect to their norm &x&
=- &(x, x)&. Otherwise, we speak of pre-Hilbert modules. The strong
topology is that of operators on a normed or Banach space. The V-strong
topology on an involutive space of operators on a normed or Banach space
is the topology generated by the strong topology and by the strong topology
for the adjoints. (When restricted to bounded subsets of Ba(E) this is the
strict topology; see [Lan95].)
2. OPERATORS ON GRADED BANACH SPACES
Fock spaces or Fock modules, in the first place, are graded vector spaces.
More precisely, they contain a dense graded vector subspace, the algebraic
direct sum over the n-particle sectors. The Z-graduation on Fock type
spaces gives rise to a natural graduation on the spaces of linear operators
among them. Unfortunately, the graduation is not totally compatible with
the inner product topology on the Fock spaces. As a consequence, the
graded vector subspace in a space of operators on a Fock space is not
norm dense. (Of course, it is strongly dense.) The solution of this problem,
already found in the first paper [KS92] by Ku mmerer and Speicher, was
the beginning of free quantum stochastic calculus. The idea is, roughly
speaking, to introduce a stronger norm on graded Banach spaces which
behaves more nicely with respect to bilinear mappings. We follow this basic
idea. The benefit of this approach is an operator calculus of bounded
operators with strong convergence on the whole domain (even norm
convergence when conservation integrals are excluded). The price to be
paid is the exclusion of some (even bounded) operators. However, these
operators can never appear as solutions of a quantum stochastic differential
equation.
Let (V (n))n # Z be a family of Banach spaces. By V1 we denote their l1-direct
sum. In other words, V1 is the completion of the algebraic direct sum Vg :=
n # Z V (n) with respect to the norm
&v&1= :
n # Z
&v(n)&.
Clearly, V1 consists of all families v=(v(n)) (v(n) # V (n)) for which &v&1<.
Taking into account that Vg is a (Z-)graded vector space, we call the
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elements of V (n) homogeneous of degree n. (We do not exclude 0 # V (n)
(n # Z).)
The following lemma differs from a result in [KS92] just by a slightly
more general formulation. Together with Lemma 2.2 it shows us that all
limits of bilinear mappings in the subsequent sections have to be computed
only when evaluated at homogeneous elements.
2.1 Lemma. Let (V (n))n # Z , (C (n))n # Z , and (D(n))n # Z be families of
Banach spaces. Suppose that j: Cg_Dg  Vg is an even bilinear mapping
(i.e., j(C (n), D(m))/V (n+m) for all n, m # Z), and that M>0 is a constant
such that
& j(c, d )&1M &c&1 &d&1 (2.1)
for all homogeneous c # C1 , d # D1 . Then j extends to a (unique) bilinear
mapping C1_D1  V1 , also denoted by j, such that (2.1) is fulfilled for all
c # C1 , d # D1 . (In other words, j is bounded.)
Proof. We show that (2.1) extends to arbitrary c # Cg , d # Dg . (Of
course, such a mapping j extends by means of continuity to a unique
bilinear mapping on C1_D1 also fulfilling (2.1).) Indeed,
& j(c, d )&1=" :n # Z :m # Z j(c
(m), d (n&m))"1
M :
n # Z
:
m # Z
&c(m)& &d (n&m)&=M &c&1 &d&1 . K
Let V be a Banach space with a family (V (n))n # Z of mutually linearly
independent Banach subspaces. Then &v&&v&1 for all v # Vg . In other
words, we may identify V1 as a subspace of V and the inequality &v&&v&1
extends to all elements v # V1 .
Now consider the Banach space B(V) of bounded (linear) operators
on V. For each n # Z we denote by
B(V)(n)=[a # B(V) : aV (m)/V (n+m)]
the Banach space of all bounded operators on V which are homogeneous
of degree n. As later on V (n) will typically be the n-particle sector of a Fock
module, we call B(V) (n) the space of operators with offset n in the number
of particles.
2.2. Lemma. Let ( j*)* # 4 be a net of even bilinear mappings j* : C1_D1
 B(V)1 (indexed by some directed set 4) all fulfilling (2.1) with a constant
M>0 which is independent of *. Furthermore, suppose that for homogeneous
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c # C1 , d # D1 the net j*(c, d ) converges strongly in B(V) (of course, to a
homogeneous element in B(V)). Then the mapping (c, d ) [ lim* j*(c, d ) on
Cg_Dg fulfills (2.1) and, therefore, extends by Lemma 2.1 to a mapping
j: C1_D1  B(V)1 . Moreover, j*(c, d ) converges strongly in B(V) to j(c, d )
for all c # C1 , d # D1 .
Proof. Let c # C1 , d # D1 , v{0 in V and =>0. We may choose cg # Cg ,
dg # Dg such that
& j*(c, d )& j*(cg , dg)&1<
=
3 &v&
and & j(c, d )& j(cg , dg)&1<
=
3 &v&
for all * # 4. Furthermore, choose *0 # 4 such that
& j(cg , dg) v& j*(cg , dg) v&<
=
3
for all **0 . K
2.3. Remark. Lemmata 2.1 and 2.2 have obvious generalizations to
multi-linear even mappings. This can be shown by direct generalization of
the above proofs. A less direct but more elegant method makes use of the
projective tensor product of Banach spaces. Almost everything that can be
said about the projective norm on the algebraic tensor product of two
Banach spaces is collected in the remarkable Proposition T.3.6 in [WO93,
Appendix T]. Recall that the projective norm is that unique cross norm
which carries over the universal property of the tensor product to the context
of Banach spaces. In other words, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between bounded bilinear mappings on two Banach spaces and bounded
linear mappings on their projective tensor product. Moreover, the projective
norm majorizes any other subcross norm on the algebraic tensor product.
The tensor product of two graded vector spaces carries a natural gradua-
tion. Of course, the &v&1 -norm constructed on the projective tensor
product from this graduation majorizes the projective norm. On the other
hand, one easily verifies that it is subcross. Consequently, it must coincide
with the projective norm. Now the multi-linear analogues of the lemmata
follow easily by induction, when translated into statements on linear
mappings on multiple projective tensor products.
Clearly, Lemmata 2.1 and 2.2 (and their multi-linear extensions) remain
also true in the case, when j is homogeneous of degree l, i.e., when
j(C (n), D(m))/V (n+m+l) (n, m # Z).
2.4. Corollary. The convergence in Lemma 2.2 is also strongly in B(V1).
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Proof. (c, d, v) [ j*(c, d ) v is a 3-linear mapping on C1_D1_V1 .
Therefore, we may also replace v # V1 by an element vg # Vg which is close
to v in &v&1 . K
3. OPERATORS ON FULL FOCK MODULE
In this section we introduce the Fock module over a two-sided Hilbert
module. The definition of a Fock module is due to Pimsner [Pim97] and
Speicher [Spe98]. The C*-algebra generated by the creators is analyzed in
[Pim97]. The conservator is introduced in [Spe98]. The generalized
creators are introduced in [Ske98b]. They also appear naturally, if we
want to explain why Arveson’s spectral algebra [Arv90] is the continuous
time analogue of the Cuntz algebra [Cun77]. Here we need them to
describe most conveniently the algebraic consequences of adaptedness in
Section 4.
3.1. Definition. Let B be a unital C*-algebra and let E be a Hilbert
BB-module. Then the full Fock module over E is the Hilbert BB-module
F(E)=

n=0
E x n,
where Ex 0=B and |=1 # E x 0 is the vacuum. The vacuum conditional
expectation E0 : Ba(F(E))  B is defined, by setting E0(a)=(|, a|).
We define the homogeneous subspaces E (n)=E x n (n # N0) and E (n)=
[0] (n<0). We denote by Fg(E) and F1(E) the algebraic direct sum and
the l1-direct sum, respectively, over all E (n). In other words, F1(E) consists
of all families (x(n))n # Z (x(n) # E (n)) for which &x&1=n # Z &x(n)&<.
Since &x&&x&1 , we have Fg(E)/F1(E)/F(E).
3.2. Definition. For n # Z we denote by B(n)/Ba(F(E)) the space
consisting of all operators with offset n in the number of particles, i.e.,
a(n) # B(n), if a(n)(E x m)/E x (m+n). Also Ba(F(E)) has a natural graded
vector subspace Bg with B
(n) (n # Z) being the homogeneous subspaces. Any
a # Ba(F(E)) allows a V-strong decomposition into a=n # Z a(n) with
a(n) # B(n). We define the Banach space B1 as the space consisting of all
a # Ba(F(E)) for which &a&1=n # Z &a(n)&<. Again, we have &a&&a&1 ,
so that Bg /B1 /B
a(F(E)).
Obviously, B(n)B (m)/B(n+m) so that the multiplication on Bg is an even
mapping. Notice also that B(n)*/B(&n). By Lemma 2.1, B1 is a Banach
V-algebra. Ba(F(E)) is V-strongly complete and, therefore, so is the closed
subspace B(n).
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3.3. Definition. Let x # E. The creation operator (or creator) l*(x) on
F(E) is defined by setting
l*(x) xn x } } } x x1=x x xn x } } } x x1
for n1 and l*(x) |=x. The annihilation operator (or annihilator) is the
adjoint operator, i.e.,
l(x) xn x } } } x x1=(x, xn) xn&1 x } } } x x1
for n1 and 0 otherwise. Let T # Ba(E). The conservation operator (or
conservator) p(T ) on F(E) is defined by setting
p(T ) xn x } } } x x1=(Txn) x xn&1 x } } } x x1
for n1 and 0 otherwise.
For any BB-linear mapping T # Ba(E) we may define its second
quantization
F(T )= 
n # N0
T x n # Ba(F(E)) (T x 0=id).
3.4. Proposition. We have l*(x) # B(1), p(T ) # B(0), and l(x) # B(&1).
The mappings x [ l*(x) and T [ p(T ) depend BB-linearly on their
arguments. The mapping x [ l(x) depends BB-anti-linearly on its argument.
We have &l*(x)&=&l(x)&=&x& and &p(T )&=&T&.
We have
p(TT $)= p(T ) p(T $) and p(T*)= p(T )*
so that T [ p(T ) defines an injective homomorphism of C*-algebras. Finally,
we have the relations
p(T ) l*(x)=l*(Tx), l(x) p(T )=l(T*x), l(x) l*(x$)=(x, x$).
Proof. The other statements being obvious, we only show &p(T )&=&T&
and postpone &l*(x)&=&x& to the more general statement in Proposi-
tion 3.7. We have p(T )=0T x id on F(E)=B|E x F(E). There-
fore, &p(T )&&T&. On the other hand, p(T )E x 1=T so that &p(T )&
certainly is not smaller than &T&. K
3.5. Definition. Let X # F(E). By the generalized creator l *(X) we
mean the operator on F(E) defined by setting
l *(X ) Y=X x Y
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for Y # Ex n, where we identify F(E) x E x n as a subset of F(E) in an
obvious way (cf. the proof of Proposition 4.1). The generalized annihilator
l (X ) is the adjoint of l *(X ).
3.6. Remark. For Y # E x n we easily find &l *(X) Y&&X& &Y&.
However, it is not difficult to see that l *(X ) is not necessarily a bounded
operator on F(E).
For X # Ex n we find
l (X ) xn+m x } } } x x1=(X, xn+m x } } } x xm+1)xm x } } } x x1
and l (X ) Ex m=[0], if m<n.
3.7. Proposition. Let X # E x n. Then l *(X ) # B(n) and l (X ) # B(&n).
We have &l *(X )&=&l (X )&=&X&. For T # Ba(E) we have
p(T ) l *(X )=l *( p(T ) X ),
where we consider X also as an element of F(E). Moreover, for Y # E x m we
have
l (X) l *(Y )=l *(l (X) Y ) or l (X) l *(Y)=l (l (Y ) X )
depending on whether n<m or n>m. For n=m we have
l (X) l *(Y )=(X, Y) . (3.1)
Proof. We only show &l *(X )&=&X&. This follows easily from (3.1),
because for Y # F(E) we have &l *(X) Y&2=&(Y, (X, X) Y)&&(X, X)&
&(Y, Y)&=&X&2 &Y&2. K
3.8. Corollary. For X # F1(E) we have &l *(X )&1=&l (X)&1=&X&1 .
In particular, we find for a # B1 that &l *(a|)&&l *(a|)&1=&a|&1&a&1
so that l *(a|) is a well-defined element of B1 /Ba(F(E)).
3.9. Corollary. Let at # B1 such that t [ at is strongly continuous
in Ba(F(E)). Then both mappings t [ l *(at|) and t [ l (at |) are
&v&1 -continuous.
Proof. By an argument very similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2, we see
that t [ at is strongly continuous also in B1 . Now the statement follows
easily from Corollary 3.8. K
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3.10. Remark. F1(E), equipped with the multiplication obtained from
the multiplication of the B-tensor algebra Fg(E) (see [Ske98a]) and con-
tinuous extension in &v&1 , is a Banach algebra. Corollary 3.8 tells us that
l * and l are an isometric homomorphism and an isometric (anti-linear)
anti-homomorphism, respectively, into B1 .
4. ADAPTEDNESS
4.1. Proposition. Let E, F be Hilbert BB-modules. Then
F(EF )$F(E) x (B|F x F(EF )) (4.1)
in a canonical way.
Proof. Let n, m0, xi # E (i=1, ..., n), y # F, zj # EF ( j=1, ..., m).
We easily check that the mapping, sending (xn x } } } x x1) x ( y x zm
x } } } x z1) on the right-hand side to xn x } } } x x1 x y x zm x } } } x z1 on
the left-hand side (and sending (xn x } } } x x1) x | to xn x } } } x x1 , and
| x ( y x zm x } } } x z1) to y x zm x } } } x z1), and, of course, sending
| x | to |) extends as an isometry onto F(EF ). K
This factorization was found first for Fock spaces in [Fow95]. We used
it, independently, in [Ske98b] in the context of quantum stochastic
calculus, in order to describe adapted operators.
4.2. Definition. An operator a in Ba(F(EF)) is called adapted to
E, if there is an operator aE # Ba(F(E)) such that a=(aE x id) in the
decomposition according to (4.1). Applying aE x id to vectors of the form
x x |, we see that aE is unique.
4.3. Observation. By definition, the set of all operators adapted to E is
precisely
Ba(F(E)) x id$Ba(F(E)).
(This identification is an isomorphism of C*-algebras. The V-strong topology
is, in general, not preserved.) The identification is canonical in the sense
that it identifies creators to the same element x # E. Indeed, the creator
l*(x) # Ba(F(E)) (x # E) embedded via (l*(x) x id) into Ba(F(EF ))
coincides with the creator l*(x) # Ba(F(EF )) where now x is con-
sidered as an element of EF. The V-algebra generated by all creators to
elements x # E is V-strongly dense in Ba(F(E)), and we may identify the
V-subalgebra of Ba(F(EF )) consisting of all operators adapted to E
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with the V-strong closure in Ba(F(EF )) of the V-algebra generated by
all creators on F(EF ) to elements in E/EF.
Under the above isomorphism also the Banach V-algebra B1 /Ba(F(E))
coincides (isometrically in &v&1) with the Banach V-algebra of all elements
in B1 /B
a(F(EF )) which are adapted to E.
4.4. Corollary. Let x # E, T # Ba(E) and X # F1(E). Then l*(x), l(x),
p(T ), l *(X ) and l (X ) are adapted to E. Also the identity is adapted. More-
over, l *(X ) # B1 is adapted to E, if and only if X # F1(E).
4.5. Lemma. Let a # B1 be adapted to E and T in Ba(F ). Then
ap(T )=l *(a|) p(T ) (4.2a)
and
p(T ) a= p(T ) l (a*|). (4.2b)
Proof. As (4.2b) is more or less the adjoint of (4.2a), it is sufficient only
to prove (4.2a).
Equation (4.2a) follows from the observation that the range of p(T ) is
contained in (F x F(EF )) and from aE|=a| in the identification
F(E)/F(EF ). K
4.6. Corollary. Let a, b # B1 both be adapted to E and let T, T $ be
in Ba(F ). Then
p(T ) abp(T $)= p(TE0(ab) T $).
Proof. By Corollary 3.8 we may assume that a # B(n) and b # B (m).
First, suppose &n{m. Then E0(ab)=0. Without loss of generality we may
assume &n<m. From Proposition 3.7 and Lemma 4.5 we find
p(T ) abp(T $)=l *( p(T ) l (a*|) b|) p(T $)=0,
because l (a*|) b| is an element of E x (n+m) and T vanishes on E. If n=m,
we find p(T ) abp(T $)= p(T ) l (a*|) l *(b|) p(T $)= p(T ) E0(ab) p(T $).
Therefore, in both cases we obtain our claimed result. K
4.7. Corollary. Suppose a # B(0) is adapted to E and T # Ba(F ). Then
ap(T )=E0(a) p(T ).
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5. BILINEAR MAPPINGS ON SPACES OF BANACH SPACE
VALUED FUNCTIONS
In these notes we are dealing with integrals T{ Ft dItGt where the integrands
F and G are processes of operators on a Fock module and dIt=It+dt&It are
differentials constructed from certain basic integrator processes I. It is typical
for free calculus that the integrands do not commute with the differentials.
Therefore, we have to work with two integrands F and G. In other words,
we investigate bilinear mappings (F, G) [ T{ Ft dItGt .
The starting point of any calculus is to define an integral for step func-
tions as RiemannStieltjes sum, and then to extend it to a larger class
of processes by continuity in a suitable topology. In [KS92] this is done
by completion in some L2-norm. This works, however, only for creation
and annihilation integrals. In [Spe91] a conservation integral is included,
making use of a kernel calculus. The price to be paid is that it is difficult
to see the concrete operator which is determined by a kernel, explicitly. (It
is also hard to see which class of procceses, actually, is dealt with.) In
[Ske98b] we modified the concrete operator approach from [KS92], by
using a V-strong version of the topology. Now also the conservation integral
is included, avoiding a kernel approach. Additionally, we decided not to
complete in a V-strong version of an L2-norm topology, but in a V-strong
version of supremum norm topology. Consequently, the calculus in [Ske98b]
is dealing with V-strongly continuous processes. One benefit is that all integrals
exist as limits of RiemannStieltjes sums. In the following section it turns
out that existence of all integrals in these notes is covered either by
Proposition 5.3 or by Proposition 5.7.
We follow the same approach here (but also an L2-version can be done).
Since we are interested mainly in adapted processes, the steps in a
RiemannStieltjes sum take their value from the left border. Consequently,
we do not consider all step functions, but only those where indicator func-
tions to left closed and right open intervals are involved. The limits of such
functions are precisely the (strongly) right continuous functions with left
(strong) limit in each point, the so-called (strong) ca dla g functions (continue
a droite, l imite e a gauche).
5.1. Definition. Let K=[{, T] ({<T) be a compact interval. By
PK=[P=(t0 , ..., tN) : {=t0< } } } <tN=T(N # N)]
we denote the net of partitions of the interval [{, T] directed increasingly
by refinement. The norm of a partition P is &P&=max1kN (tk&tk&1).
Recall that PK is a lattice with minimal element. (The unique minimum and
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maximum of two element P, P$ # PK are given by the ‘‘intersection’’ and the
‘‘union’’ of P and P$. The minimal partition is ({, T).)
Let V be a Banach space. For any function F: K  V we set &F&K=
supt # [{, T] &Ft &. We say F is bounded, if its norm &F&K is finite. Let
P # PK . We set
FPt = :
n
i=1
Ftk&1 /[tk&1 , tk)(t).
By S(K, V) we denote the space of right continuous V-valued step functions
on [{, T]. In other words, for each F # S(K, V) there exists a partition
P # PK such that F=F P (and, of course, F=F P$ for all P$ # PK with
P$P).
By C(K, V), and R(K, V) we denote the space of continuous V-valued
functions, and the space of bounded right continuous V-valued functions with
left limit (or for short, ca dla g functions), respectively, on [{, T]. The uniform
topology on R(K, V) is just the norm topology.
Let B/B(V) be a subalgebra of the algebra of bounded operators on
V. By Cs(K, B), and Rs(K, B) we denote the space of strongly continuous
B-valued-functions, and the space of bounded strongly right continuous
B-valued functions with strong left limit (or for short, strong ca dla g func-
tions), respectively, on [{, T]. On Rs(K, B) we define the strong topology
as the locally convex Hausdorff topology generated by the family &v&Kv =
&vv&K (v # V) of seminorms.
5.2. Proposition. (1) R(K, V) is a Banach space with respect to the
norm &v&K, and C(K, V) is a Banach subspace of R(K, V). For all F # R(K, V)
we have F P  F in the uniform topology. In other words, the step functions
S(K, V) form a dense subset of R(K, V). Moreover, for each F # C(K, V),
and each =>0 there exists a $>0 such that
&F&F P&K$<=
for all compact intervals K$/K and all P # PK with &P&<$. We say the
continuous functions can be approximated by step functions equiuniformly.
(2) Also Rs(K, B) is a Banach space with respect to the norm &v&K,
and Cs(K, B) is a Banach subspace of Rs(K, B). Moreover, Cs(K, B) is a
strongly closed subset of Rs(K, B), and each strongly closed subset of
Rs(K, B) is also norm closed. For all F # Rs(K, B) we have F P  F in the
strong topology. In other words, the step functions S(K, V) form a strongly
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dense subset of Rs(K, B). Moreover, for each F # Cs(K, B), each v # V, and
each =>0 there exists a $>0 such that
&F&F P&K$v <=
for all compact intervals K$/K and all P # PK with &P&<$. We say the strongly
continuous functions can be approximated by step functions equistrongly.
Proof. It is well known that C(K, V) is a Banach space. Small modifica-
tions of the well-known argument show that also R(K, V) is a Banach
space. The corresponding statements for Rs(K, B) and Cs(K, B) follow by
an application of the principle of uniform boundedness and from the obser-
vation that the strong topology is weaker than the norm topology.
Density of the step functions in R(K, V) follows by the usual compact-
ness arguments for the intervall [{, T] (see, e.g., [Die85, Sect. 7.6] for
limits of arbitrary step functions), and equiuniform approximation of con-
tinuous functions uses standard arguments well known from Riemann
integral. For the strong versions we just apply these arguments to functions
of the form Fv in R(K, V) and in C(K, V), respectively. Of course, the
statements for K$ are just restrictions of the statement for K. K
We want to define an integral
|
T
{
Ft dItGt := lim
P # PK
:
N
k=1
Ftk&1 dItk Gtk&1 , (5.1)
where F, G # Rs(K, B) and I is some function K  B and dItk=Itk&Itk&1 .
Suppose F and G are step functions, i.e., F=F PF and G=GPG for suitable
PF , PG # PK . Then
|
T
{
Ft dItGt= :
N
k=1
Ftk&1 dItk Gtk&1
for all partitions Pmax(PF , PG). The following proposition is a simple
consequence of Proposition 5.2.
5.3. Proposition. Suppose
(F, G) [ |
T
{
Ft dItGt
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is bounded on S(K, B)_S(K, B). Then (5.1) exists
(1) as an equiuniform limit on C(K, B)_C(K, B);
(2) as an equistrong limit on C(K, B)_Cs(K, B);
(3) as a uniform limit on R(K, B)_R(K, B);
(4) as a strong limit on R(K, B)_Rs(K, B).
So far we introduced the spaces C, Cs, R, and Rs which are related to
the integrands in our integrals. In Proposition 5.3 we needed boundedness
on step function, but we did not specify further properties of the integrator It .
Now we introduce the spaces related to It . These spaces are L-spaces
and, therefore, more related to measure theoretic methods. For an integral
over an interval K it is sufficient that the integrator is bounded only on K.
This leads to the well-known notions of spaces of locally bounded functions.
5.4. Definition. Let K=[{, T]/R be a compact interval and let V
be a Banach space. A function F: K  V (or F: R  V) is called simple, if
it is measurable and finitely valued, i.e., if it is a finite sum of functions of
the form /Sv for S being a measurable subset of K and v # V. Obviously,
a simple function is bounded.
By L(K, V) we denote the space of bounded V-valued functions on K,
i.e., the completion of the simple function in the norm &v&K. By L, s(K, B)
we denote the space of strongly bounded B-valued functions on K, i.e., the
completion of the simple function in the strong topology which is generated
by the family &v&Kv (v # V) of seminorms. By the principle of uniform boun-
dedness, &v&K is finite for all F # L, s(K, B) so that L, s(K, B) is a Banach
space, too.
By Lloc(V) we denote the space of locally bounded V-valued functions on
R, i.e., all functions F: R  V such that FK # L(K, V) for K. We endow
Lloc(V) with the corresponding projective limit topology (cf. Definition
6.5). The space L, sloc (V) of locally strongly bounded B-valued functions on
R is defined in a similar manner.
5.5. Remark. In all our applications functions in L-spaces give rise to
non-zero contributions, only if the semi-norm ess sup &v& is non-zero; cf.
Section 8. Therefore, we could also change to the well-known L-spaces of
essentially bounded functions, which arise from the corresponding L-spaces
by dividing out the kernel of the semi-norm ess sup &v&. However, a strong
version of this is delicate due to measuarbility problems. Therefore, with one
exception in Section 8, we will stay with L-spaces.
Suppose I$: K  B is simple where K=[{, T] is a compact interval.
Then we may find finitely many measurable sets Si /K and operators
ai # B (i=1, ..., n) such that I$=ni=1 /Si ai . Moreover, we may assume the
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Si to be pairwise disjoint. Obviously, &I$&K=max(&ai&). Let * denote the
Lebesgue measure on R. For {T we define
|
T
{
I$t dt= :
n
i=1
*(S i & [{, T]) ai .
We easily find &T{ I$t dt&K(T&{) max(&a i&)=(T&{) &I$&K. Therefore,
we may extend the definition of the integral to functions I$ # L(K, B) by
norm continuity, and, using a similar estimate, to functions I$ # L, s(K, B)
by strong continuity. The integral extends further to functions I$ # Lloc(B)
and I$ # L, sloc (B), respectively, by first restricting I$ to K.
5.6. Definition. We say an integrator function I: R  B has a locally
bounded and a locally strongly bounded density I$ # Lloc(B) and I$ # L
, s
loc (B),
respectively, if
It&I0={|
t
0
I$s ds
&|
0
t
I$s ds
for t0
otherwise.
5.7. Proposition. Suppose I has a locally bounded density I$. Then (5.1)
exists
(1) as an equiuniform limit on C(K, B)_C(K, B);
(2) as an equistrong limit on Cs(K, B)_Cs(K, B);
(3) as a uniform limit on R(K, B)_R(K, B);
(4) as a strong limit on Rs(K, B)_Rs(K, B).
In all cases we have
|
T
{
Ft dItGt=|
T
{
Ft I$tGt dt, (5.2)
where, obviously, FI$G # Lloc(B) and FI$G # L
, s
loc (B), respectively. Formally,
we write dIt=I$t dt.
5.8. Remark. We call T{ Ft dItGt a generalized time integral. The
difference between T{ Ft dItGt and 
T
{ FtI$tGt dt lies in the RiemannStieltjes
sums which are suggested by the respective integral. Proposition 5.7 tells us
that T{ Ft dIt Gt is a limit of the associated RiemannStieltjes sums. For
T{ FtI$tGt dt, in general, this is not true, already in the scalar case.
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Proof of Proposition 5.7. The proof is based on the rude estimate
" :
N
k=1
Ftk&1 dItk Gtk&1"(T&{) &I$&K &F&K &G&K (5.3)
which holds for arbitrary functions F, G: R  B and all partitions P # PK .
By (5.3) we may assume that I$ is simple. (Otherwise, replace it by a simple
function sufficiently close to I$ in &v&K.) As simple functions are finite sums
over functions of the form /Sa, we even may assume I$=/S a. Thus, we are
reduced to the case
:
N
k=1
Ftk&1 dItk Gtk&1= :
N
k=1
dI tk Ftk&1 aGtk&1
with I $=/S . It remains to mention that FaG # Cs(K, B), whenever F, G #
Cs(K, B), and (by similar arguments) that FaG # Rs(K, B), whenever
F, G # Rs(K, B). Then the desired convergences follow by Proposition 5.2
as for the usual Riemann integral. Equation (5.2) follows from the observa-
tion that the integral on the right-hand side is approximated by simple
functions of the form F PI$GP (I$ simple) in the respective topologies. K
6. INTEGRALS
In this section we define the V-algebra U1 of adapted processes and define
for them stochastic integrals with respect to creation, annihilation, conser-
vation processes, and the time integral. We use, however, a condensed
notation where, formally, only conservation integrals appear, however,
where the class of processes which are allowed as integrands is bigger. This
condensed notation does not contain more or less information. It allows,
however, for more economic proofs. Moreover, a generalization to higher
order integrals is possible.
6.1. Definition. Let B be a unital C*-algebra and let E be a BB-
Hilbert module. By L2(R, E) we denote the exterior tensor product of E and
the CC-Hilbert module L2(R), i.e., the Hilbert module completion of the
algebraic tensor product EL2(R) with inner product (x f, yg) =
(x, y)( f, g). For &<t we denote Et=L2((&, t), E)/L2(R, E)
=E .
We work on the full Fock module F=F(E). By F(n)=E x n (n # N0)
we denote the n-particle sector. We decompose Ba(F) into the homo-
geneous subspaces B(n)=[b # Ba(F) : bF(m)/F(m+n)(m # Z)] (n # Z). By
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Bg we denote the algebraic direct sum over all B
(n) and by B1 we denote
its completion with respect to the l1-norm &v&1 as defined in Section 3.
6.2. Remark. As the step functions S(R) are dense in L2(R), the step
functions S(R, E) are dense in L2(R, E). As /S # L2(K) for any measurable
set S/K, the simple functions K  E are contained in L2(K, E). Observe
that for simple functions x # L2(K, E)
&x&- T&{ &x&K
(cf. the discussion before Definition 5.6). Therefore, L(K, E)‘‘/’’L2(K, E).
(More precisely, given a sequence (xn) of simple functions in L(K, E)
converging to some x # L(K, E), we may find a sequence (sn) of step func-
tions in L(K, E) fulfilling &xn&sn&K< 1n (n # N). Then the sequence (sn)
is a Cauchy sequence in L2(K, E) and its limit depends neither on the
choice of (xn), nor on the choice of (sn), but only on the choice of x. Of
course, the identification is only almost everywhere. In particular, it is not
injective. However, notice that this identification becomes injective
immediately, if we pass to L(K, E) instead of L(K, E); cf. Remark 5.5.)
Moreover, the elements of L(K, Ba(E)) act as bounded operators on
L2(K, E) and leave invariant L(K, E).
As explained in the beginning, we express all our integrals in a way that
they formally look like conservation integrals. So we use only one integrator
function p # L, sloc (B1) with pt= p(/(&, t]). The form of the RiemannStieltjes
sums as in (5.1) with two processes as integrands reminds us of an inner
product with values in Ba(F). We make this explicit.
Let K=[{, T] be compact interval and let P # PK . By setting
(F, G)P= :
N
k=1
Ftk&1 dptk Gtk&1 ,
we define a Ba(F)-valued, Ba(F)Ba(F)-linear (i.e., (aF, Ga$)P=
a(F, G)P a$ for all a, a$ # Ba(F)) mapping on the Ba(F)Ba(F)-module
of all mappings R  Ba(F). By the following lemma this mapping is
positive (i.e., (F*, F )P0) so that we may speak of a bilinear (not a sesqui-
linear) inner product. Of course, (F, G)*P=(G*, F*)P .
6.3. Lemma. For all functions F, G: R  Ba(F) we have
(F, G)P=(F, 1)P (1, G)P . (6.1)
Proof. This follows immediately from dptk dptl=dptk $kl . K
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6.4. Corollary. We have the CauchySchwarz inequality
|(F, G)P |2=(1, G)*P (F, 1)*P (F, 1)P (1, G)P
&(F, 1)*P (F, 1)P& (1, G)*P (1, G)P=&(F, F*)P& (G*, G)P .
Lemma 6.3 may be considered as a particularly simple example for an Ito
formula. We see that in order to analyze under which circumstances the
two-sided integral  Ft dptGt exists, it is sufficient to understand under
which circumstances the one-sided integrals  dptGt and  Ft dpt exist. Of
course, the two typs are adjoints of each other (put F=G*). Therefore, if
we show existence of both one-sided integrals as a strong limit, actually, we
show that both exist as V-strong limits. If, additionally, the nets (F, 1)P and
(1, G)P are bounded, then also the net (F, G)P converges V-strongly.
Lemma 6.3 holds for arbitrary processes F, G. In order to show con-
vergence of the inner product (F, G)P , we have to restrict our processes to
smaller classes.
6.5. Definition. The V-algebra of processes P consists of all families
F=(Ft)t # R of elements Ft # Ba(F) which are V-strongly continuous as
mappings t [ Ft .
Let K be a compact intervall. The set PK=[FK : F # P] is nothing
but the C*-algebra Cs(K, Ba(F)) & Cs(K, Ba(F))* and P is the projective
limit of all PK. We equip P with the projective limit topology arising from
this projective limit. In other words, a net of elements F in P converges, if
and only if the net of restrictions FK converges in PK for each compact
interval K. We also say P consists of all locally bounded V-strongly con-
tinuous functions F: R  Ba(F).
We decompose P into the homogeneous subspaces P(n)=[F # P : Ft # B(n)
(t # R)] (n # Z). By Pg we denote the algebraic direct sum over all P (n) and
by P1 we denote its completion with respect to the l-norm &v&1 as defined
in Section 3. We use similar notations for PK.
The V-algebra of adapted processes U consists of all F # P such that Ft is
adapted to Et . By U{/P we denote the V-algebra of those processes where
Ft is adapted to Et at least for t{. We set U(n)=U & P(n), Ug=U & Pg ,
and U1=U & P1 . We use similar notations for UK and U{.
We are interested in showing existence of the following four limits over
PK . First, (F, G)P where F, G are adapted. This corresponds to the usual
conservation integral. In order to include also an argument T # Lloc(B
a(E))
for the integrator, we consider the slightly more general (F, p(T ) G)P=
(Fp(T ), G)P . Second, (F, l*(/Kx) G)P where x # Lloc(E) (so that /K x # E
by Remark 6.2), and, third, its adjoint. These correspond to the usual
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creation integral and annihilation integral, respectively. Fourthly, (Fl(/Kx),
l*(/Ky) G)P where x, y # Lloc(E). This corresponds to the integral with
respect to the operator valued measure +x, y([s, t])=(x, /[s, t] y) . One
easily checks that
l(/K x) ptl*(/Ky)=|
t
{
(x(s), y(s))ds=(x, /[{, t] y)
(t # K) where by CauchySchwarz inequality (x(t), y(t)) /K (t) is a bounded
function. In other words, the assumptions of Proposition 5.7 are fulfilled
and we are concerned with a generalized time integral.
6.6. Corollary. The integral
|
T
{
Ft d+x, yt Gt := lim
P # PK
(Fl(/K x), l*(/Ky) G)P
exists V-equistrongly for all F, G # P, and it concides with T{ Ft(x(t), y(t)) Gt dt.
Moreover,
&(Fl(/K x), l*(/K y) G)P&(T&{) &x&K & y&K &F&K &G&K
and, in particular,
&(1, l*(/Kx) F )P&=&(F*l(/K x), 1)P&- T&{ &x&K &F&K (6.2)
for all F, G: R  Ba(F).
6.7. Lemma. Let F: R  B(n) (n # Z) be an adapted function. Then
&(F, 1)P&=&(1, F*)P&&F&K.
Proof. Observe that F t*Ft # B(0). Therefore, by Corollary 4.7 and the
relations in Proposition 3.4 we have
} :
N
k=1
Ftk&1 dptk }
2
= :
N
k, l=1
dptkF*tk&1Ftl&1 dptl= :
N
k, l=1
dptkE0(F*tk&1Ftl&1) dptl
= :
N
k=1
dptk E0(F*tk&1Ftk&1) dptk(&F&
K)2 :
N
k=1
dptk(&F&
K)2. K
6.8. Proposition. All RiemannStieltjes sums ( v, v)P are bounded in
l1-norm on the considered class of processes. More precisely, let F, G # U{1 ,
x, y # Lloc(E), and T # L

loc(B
a(E)). Then
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&(F, p(T ) G)P&1=&(Fp(T ), G)P&1&T&K &F&K1 &G&
K
1 (6.3a)
&(F, l*(/K x) G)P&1=&(G*l(/Kx), F*)P&1
- T&{ &x&K &F&K1 &G&K1 (6.3b)
&(Fl(/K x), l*(/K y), G)P&1(T&{) &x&K & y&K &F&K1 &G&
K
1 . (6.3c)
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 it is sufficient to show the estimates for homo-
geneous processes F, G. By Corollary 6.4 and Lemma 6.7 we find
&(F, p(T ) G)P&&F&K &(1, p(T ) G)P&=&F&K &( p(T ), G)P&
=&F&K &p(T )(1, G)P&&T&K &F&K &G&K.
This shows (6.3a). Equations (6.3c) and (6.3c) follows in a similar manner
from Corollary 6.6. K
6.9. Theorem. Let F, G # U{1 , x, y # L

loc(E), and T # L

loc(B
a(E)). Then
the conservation integral
|
T
{
Ft dpt(T ) Gt := lim
P # PK
(F, p(T ) G)P , (6.4a)
the creation integral
|
T
{
Ft dlt*(x) Gt := lim
P # PK
(F, l*(/Ky) G)P , (6.4b)
and the annihilation integral
|
T
{
Ft dlt(x) Gt := lim
P # PK
(Fl(/Kx), G)P (6.4c)
exist, like the (generalized ) time integral T{ Ft d+
x, y
t Gt=
T
{ Ft(x(t), y(t))
Gt dt, as V-equistrong limits in the V-strong topology of B1 .
Moreover, for all four integrators the process M defined by setting
Mt={|
t
{
Fs dIsGs
0
for t{
otherwise
(6.5)
is an element of U{1 .
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Proof. By Proposition 6.8 the assumptions of Lemma 2.2 are fulfilled so
that we may reduce to homogeneous elements. Moreover, all nets are
bounded. Therefore, as explained after Corollary 6.4, it is sufficient to show
strong convergence in each of the cases (1, G)P and (1, l*(/Kx) G)P and
the respective adjoints. (Of course, the case (1, p(T ) G)P= p(T )(1, G)P is
included in the case (1, G)P .)
By Lemma 4.5, in (1, G)P we may replace G by the process l (G*|)
which is &v&1 -continuous by Corollary 3.9. Therefore, by Proposition 6.8
we are in the first case of Proposition 5.3. This even settles norm con-
vergence of both (1, G)P and (G*, 1)P .
Strong convergence of (1, l*(/Kx) G)P is settled by the strong analogue
&(1, l*(/K x) G)P Z&- T&{ &x&K &G&KZ
of (6.2) for all Z in the whole domain F.
For the case (G*l(/K x), 1)P we choose Z=z x Z$ where z # Lloc(E) & E ,
and Z$ # F. We find
l(/K x) dptk Z=(/Kx, d/tk z) Z$.
Therefore, by Corollary 6.6
(G*l(/Kx), 1)P Z=(G*l(x), l*(z) 1)P Z  |
T
{
Gt* d+x, zt 1Z$ (6.6)
equiuniformly. Since the net (G*l(x), 1)P is bounded, and since the z x Z$
form a total subset of F, we obtain equistrong convergence on F.
Clearly, Mt is adapted to Et . And, clearly, by Proposition 6.8 the time,
creation, and annihilation integrals depend even continuously on their
upper bound. To see strong continuity (once again, this is sufficient by
symmetry under adjoint) of the conservation integral, we also may consider
T{ Gt* dpt and 
T
{ dptGt separately. The former case is clear by (6.6). For
the latter the idea is the same, but we need a more refined argument. We
choose G # U{(&n) where n0 (otherwise l (G*|)=0), and Z=Z(n) x z x
Z$ where Z(n) # F(n) and z, Z$ as before. We find
&(1, G)P Z&2=&(Z, (G*, G)P Z)&
=&(Z$, (‘*l(/Kz), l*(/Kz) ‘)P Z$)&(T&{)(&‘&K)2 &Z$&2
for all P # PK , where ‘ is the adapted process t [ (|, GtZ(n)) # B/B1 .
For P sufficiently fine, (1, G)P Z is close to T{ dpt Gt Z. This implies strong
continuity on a total subset, hence, everywhere. K
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6.10. Remark. In the sequel, we will use shorthand notations like
|
T
{
F dI G=|
T
{
Ft dIt Gt , |
t
{
F dI G=Mt , and | F dI G=M,
if no confusion can arise. But keep in mind that Mt=0 for t{.
6.11. Remark. As the proof shows, many statements in Theorem 6.9 can
be specified further. Additionally, weakening the convergence to V-strong
convergence, all integrals exist also if the processes are only V-strong ca dla g
functions.
Conversely, if we restrict to continuous integrands, then also the creation,
annihilation, and time integral converge in norm. Therefore, if we omit the
conservation integral (which is essentially non-continuous; see Lemma 8.4),
then we may restrict as in [KS92] to a theory of continuous processes where
everything converges in norm.
We also mention that for most statements it is not necessary to factorize
according to Lemma 6.3. We emphasize, however, that convergence of
the annihilation integral becomes much more complicated without this
factorization.
6.12. Remark. In [Lie98] Liebscher considers a generalization of the
usual conservation integral in the calculus on the symmetric Fock space by
Hudson and Parthasarathy [HP84, Par92]. In this generalization the
conservation integral is explained not only for time functions T, but for all
operators T # Ba(E). Unlike the usual behaviour in symmetric calculus,
the integrators do no longer commute with the processes. Consequently, in
[Lie98] there are two types of conservation integrals, one with the process
on the right of the integrator, and one with the process on the left. One of
the two possibilities is so complicated that its existence is guaranteed
(explicitly) only for simple integrands.
A literal translation into our free setup encourages to consider limits of
( p(T ), F )P and of (F, p(T ))P . However, by the particularly simple rules in
Proposition 3.4 we find
( p(T ), F )P= p(T )(1, F )P and (F, p(T ))P=(F, 1)P p(T ).
Convergence of these expressions becomes a trivial application of Theorem
6.9. We ask two questions. First, could it be possible to translate this back
into the symmetric framework? Second, is it possible to treat limits of
expressions with two integrands like (Fp(T ), G)P and (F, p(T ) G)P? (Of
course, we still have (F, p(T ) G)P=(F, 1)P (1, p(T ) G)P . However, as p(T )
does no longer commute with dpt , we cannot treat (1, p(T ) G)P as before.)
Presently, we do not know the answers.
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7. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
In this section we show that a quite general class of quantum stochastic
differential equations has unique solutions. A typical differential equation
has the form
dW=W dM, M{=w, (7.1)
where dM=F 0 dI G0+F + dl*(x) G++F & dl( y) G&+F 1 dp(T ) G1 (as
in Theorem 9.4 below) and w is an operator on F adapted to E{ . (Of
course, also the adjoint equation is considered.) A solution of such a
differential equation is a process W # U{1 fulfilling
Wt=w+|
t
{
W dM.
The standard procedure already used in the calculus on the symmetric
Fock space [HP84] is successive approximation. We also follow this
approach. However, thanks to the fact that we are dealing with bounded
operators, we are able as in [KS92, Spe91] to show convergence by an
application of Banach’s fix point theorem. As in [KS92] for a calculus
without conservation integrals we may apply the fix point theorem directly.
If conservation integrals are involved, we need a triple iteration (cf. [Spe91]).
In both cases we will meet more general types of differential equations, when
we consider unitarity conditions. Therefore, we decided to keep the description
from the beginning as general as possible.
7.1. Definition. A general integral is a linear mapping J: U{1  B
a(F)
which is contained in the linear span of mappings of one of the forms
W [ |
T
{
WF dI G, W [ |
T
{
E0(W) F dI G
W [ |
T
{
FW dI G, W [ |
T
{
FE0(W) dI G
W [ |
T
{
F dI WG, W [ |
T
{
F dIE0(W) G
W [ |
T
{
F dI GW, W [ |
T
{
F dI GE0(W),
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where dI is one of the integrators dl, dl*(x), dl(x), or dp(T ) (l $ # Lloc(B),
x # Lloc(E), T # L

loc(B
a(E)) and F, G # U1 , or
W [ |
T
{
F dIE0(W)G,
where the argument of the integrator dlE0(W) depends linearly (or anti-
linearly for the annihilator) and continuously (in the respective norms) on
E0(W). We write JT{ , if we want to indicate the end points of the involved
time interval. By J{(W) we denote the process t [ Jt{(W)
A special general integral is a general integral where the appearing
conservation integrals are subject to the restriction that the parameters
F, G in each conservation integral take values only in B/Ba(F).
The definition of a general integral is motivated by the way processes
enter the Ito formula (cf. (9.1) below). Whereas the restriction for the
special general integral is necessary, if we want to apply the following
refined version of Banach’s fix point theorem. Already in the calculus on the
full Fock space Speicher [Spe91] has shown that there exist differential
equations with general conservation integrals which do not have a solution
even, if we allow for unbounded operators.
7.2. Proposition. Let J be a general integral. Assume that for each
compact interval K there exist constants 0<C<1 and d>0 such that
&Jt+$t b Jt b Jt(W)&1C &W&1
for all t # K and 0$d. Then for all { # R and w # Ba(F) adapted to E{
the differential equation
Wt=w+Jt{(W) (7.2)
has a unique solution in U{1 .
Proof. For s # [t, t+d] and Wt adapted to Et we find a solution by
successive approximation, i.e., we set W 0s =Wt and W
n+1
s =Wt+J
s
t(W
n)
for n1. Then as in the proof of Banach’s fix point theorem the W ns form
a Cauchy sequence in l1-norm whose limit is the unique solution (7.2) on
[t, t+d]. By splitting a compact interval into finitely many intersecting
intervals of length d, we construct a unique solution on each compact interval
K. In this way, we obtain for each t # R a solution on [{, t]. By uniqueness
the solution restricted to a subinterval [{, s] must coincide with the solu-
tion constructed on this subinterval so that we obtain a unique solution on
[{, ). Finally, we extend this solution by the constant w to times smaller
than { and obtain a solution on R which is by construction in U{1 . K
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7.3. Theorem. Let J be a special general integral. Then the differential
Eq. (7.2) with w # Ba(F) adapted to E{ has a unique solution in U{1 .
Proof. We show that the assumptions of Proposition 7.2 are fulfilled.
By Lemma 2.1 it is enough to understand this for each of the (finitely
many) homogeneous parts of the operator Jt+$t b Jt b Jt : U
{
1  B1 and for
homogeneous W. In the iterated integral J t+$t b Jt b Jt(W) we have two
types of summands. Either at least one time, creation, or annihilation integral
is involved. Then existence of suitable constants C, d follows from (6.3b),
(6.3c). Or we have an iterated conservation integral. In this case, we conclude
from the fact that dp commutes with all functions taking values in B and
from dptk dptl=0 for k{l that the triple conservation integral is 0. K
8. SOME 0-CRITERIA
In this section we prepare for Theorem 9.4 which asserts in how far the
coefficients in a stochastic differential equation are unique. The main result
is Lemma 8.4 which tells us that conservation integrals are essentially
strongly continuous. This allows us to separate them from the other types
of integrals in Theorem 6.9 (which are continuous by Proposition 6.8) by
looking at their continuity properties.
All results in this section, besides Proposition 8.5, may be considered as
consequences of Lemma 6.3 which by computations as in the the proof of
Lemma 6.7 give rise to a particularly simple case of an Ito formula for
homogeneous integrands in one-sided conservation integrals. For a full
proof of Theorem 9.4 we need the full Ito formula for creation and annihi-
lation integrals. Therefore, it is postponed to the end of the following
section.
Recall that
ess sup
t # K
& f (t)&=inf[C>0 | *([t # K : & f (t)&>C])=0].
Obviously, there exists a t0 # K such that ess supt # [t0 , t0+$] & K & f (t)&=
ess supt # K & f (t)& for all $>0. (Otherwise, we could cover K with finitely
many open intervals on which the ess sup of f is strictly less than its ess sup
on K.) Suppose f s is a simple function with & f& f s&K<=. Then there is a
measurable non-null-set S$ /[t0 , t0+$] & K such that fS$= f
sS$ is
constant and & fS$&>ess supt # K & f (t)&&=. (This follows, because ess sup is
a seminorm and the ess sup of a simple function f = i /Si f i (S i pairwise
disjoint) is the maximum over all & fi & for which S i is not a null-set.)
We use the same notations, when K is an arbitrary interval. Of course,
existence of t0 depends on compactness of K.
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8.1. Corollary. Let F # Lloc(B
a(E)). Then the norm () of F
considered as an operator on E is precisely ess supt # R &Ft &.
8.2. Corollary. L(K, Ba(E)) is a C*-subalgebra of Ba(L2(K, E))
(cf. Remark 5.5).
Proof. We only have to show completeness. So let ( fn) be a sequence
in L(K, Ba(E)) such that the images of fn in L(K, Ba(E)) form a
Cauchy sequence. By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that
ess supt # K & fn(t)& fm(t)& 1k for all n, m>k. Then there exist null-sets
Sk, n, m such that &( fn& fm) /K"Sk, n, m &
K< 1k . Hence, S=k, n, m Sk, n, m is a
null-set such that fn/K"S is a Cauchy sequence in L(K, Ba(E)). Clearly,
the image in L(K, Ba(E)) of the limit of this sequence is the limit of the
images of fn in L(K, Ba(E)), i.e., L(K, Ba(E)) is complete. K
We prepare for the main result by providing two criteria which allow us
to check whether elements in a C*-algebra are 0.
8.3. Proposition. Let a, a$, b be elements in a C*-algebra.
(1) ab=0, if and only if abb*=0.
(2) Let a0, and a$0. Then (a+a$) b=0, if and only if ab=0 and
a$b=0.
Proof. Of course, ab=0 O abb*=0. Conversely, abb*=0 O abb*a*=
0 O ab=0. This is (1).
Of course, ab=0 and a$b=0 implies (a+a$) b=0. So let a, a$0. Then
b*(a+a$) bb*ab0 so that b*(a+a$) b=0 implies b*ab=0 O - a b=
0 O ab=0, and, similarly, for a$. This is (2). K
8.4. Lemma. Let F, G # U{1 and T # L

loc(B
a(E)). Then for the process M
defined by setting Mt= t{ F dp(T ) G the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) M=0.
(2) M is continuous.
(3) ess supt # [{, ) &E0(F t*Ft) TtE0(GtGt*)&=0.
Proof. (1) O (2). This is obvious.
(2) O (3). We conclude indirectly. So let us assume that there is a
compact interval K=[{, T] (T{) such that C=ess supt # K &E0(F t*Ft)
Tt E0(Gt Gt*)&>0. By the discussion preceding Corollary 8.1 we may choose
t0 # [{, T) such that
ess sup
t # [t0 , t0+$] & K
&E0(F t*Ft) Tt E0(GtGt*)&=C (8.1)
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for all $>0. Of course, this implies &F&[t0 , t0+$] & K>0, &G&[t0 , t0+$] & K>0,
and
ess sup
t # [t0 , t0+$] & K
&Tt &
C
(&F&[t0 , t0+$] & K &G&[t0 , t0+$] & K)2
>0.
Necessarily, we have &E0(F*t0Ft0)&>0 and &E0(Gt0 G*t0)&>0. Otherwise, by
continuity of E0(F t*Ft) and E0(Gt Gt*), we obtain a contradiction to (8.1).
If we choose $ sufficiently small, then the following assertions become
true. (For simplicity, we assume t0+$ # K.) First,  t0+$t0 dM is close to
Gt0 p(/[t0 , t0+$] T ) Ft0 , because the norm of the partition (t0 , t0+$) is $,
therefore, small. Consequently,
p(/[t0 , t0+$]) F*t0 \|
t0+$
t0
dM+ G*t0 p(/[t0 , t0+$])
is close to E0(F*t0 Ft0) p(/[t0 , t0+$] T ) E0(Gt0 G*t0).
Second, E0(F*t0 Ft0) TtE0(Gt0 G*t0) is close to E0(F t*Ft) TtE0(GtGt*) for all
t # [t0 , t0+$], because E0(F t*Ft) and E0(Gt Gt*) are continuous. Therefore,
by Corollary 8.1 and Proposition 3.4
&E0(F*t0 Ft0) p(/[t0 , t0+$] T ) E0(Gt0 G*t0)&
=&p(E0(F*t0 Ft0)(/[t0 , t0+$] T ) E0(Gt0 G*t0))&
=&E0(F*t0Ft0)(/[t0 , t0+$] T ) E0(Gt0G*t0)&
= ess sup
t # [t0 , t0+$]
&E0(F*t0 Ft0) TtE0(Gt0G*t0)&
is close to C. As C does not depend on the choice of $, &Mt0+$&Mt0& is
bounded below by a non-zero positive number. Therefore, M is not
continuous at t0 .
(3) O (1). Again, we conclude indirectly. So let us assume that
Mt {0 for some t>{. We may write F=n # N0 F
(n) and G=n # N0 G
(&n).
(The components with n<0 do not contribute.)
Observe that E0(F*F )=n # N0 E0(F
(n)*F (n)) and, similarly, for E0(GG*).
Therefore, by Corollary 8.2 and by Part (2) of Proposition 8.3 it is suf-
ficient to show that the element E0(F (n)*F (n)) TE0(G(&m)G(&m)*){0 in the
C*-algebra L([{, t], Ba(E)) for some n, m # N0 .
As Mt {0, there exist n and m such that
|
t
{
F (n) dp(T ) G(&m)=\|
t
{
F (n) dp+ p(T ) \|
t
{
dp G(&m)+{0. (8.2)
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By Part (1) of Proposition 8.3 we have  t{ dP F
(n)*  t{ F
(n) dp(T ) G(&m)_
t{ G
(&m)* dp{0. By computations similar to the proof of Lemma 6.7 we
find
|
t
{
dp F (n)* |
t
{
F (n) dp(T ) G(&m) |
t
{
G(&m)* dp
= lim
P # P[{, t]
(1, F (n)*)P (F (n), 1)P p(T )(1, G(&m))P (G(&m)*, 1)P
=|
t
{
E0(F (n)*F (n)) dp(T ) E0(G(&m)G(&m)*)
=|
t
{
dp(E0(F (n)*F (n)) TE0(G(&m)G(&m)*))
= p(/[{, t] E0(F (n)*F (n)) TE0(G(&m)G(&m)*)){0. (8.3)
Equality of the last integral and the integral before follows, because it is
true for step functions, and because both E0(F (n)*F (n)) and E0(G(&m)G(&m)*)
may be approximated equiuniformly by step functions. By Corollary 8.1
and Proposition 3.4 we arrive at
ess sup
s # [{, t]
&E0(F (n)*s F
(n)
s ) Ts E0(G
(&m)
s G
(&m)*
s )&{0. K
In order to proceed, we need to know when time integrals are 0.
8.5. Proposition. Let F, G # U{1 and x, y # L

loc(E). Then Mt=
t
{ F_
d+x, yG=0, if and only if
ess sup
t # [{, )
&Ft (x(t), y(t)) Gt &=0.
Proof. By changing the function Ft(x(t), y(t))Gt on a (measurable)
null-set, we may achieve that ess sup &v&=sup &v&. Now the statement
follows by Corollary 6.6. K
8.6. Lemma. Let F, G # U{1 and x # L

loc(E). Then
ess sup
t # [{, )
&Gt* (x(t), E0(F t*Ft) x(t)) Gt &=0
implies Mt=|
t
{
F dl*(x) G=0.
An analogue statement is true for annihilation integrals.
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Proof. Of course, ess supt # [{, ) &Gt*(x(t), E0 (F t* Ft) x(t)) Gt& = 0
implies
ess sup
t # [{, )
&Gt*(x(t), E0(F (n)*t F
(n)
t ) x(t)) Gt &=0
for all n # Z. By computations similar to (8.3) we find
}|
t
{
F (n) dl*(x) G}
2
=|
t
{
G* d+x, E0 (F (n) t
*Ft
(n)) xG
which is 0 by Proposition 8.5 so that  t{ F
(n) dl*(x) G=0 for all n # Z.
Therefore, Mt=t{ F dl *(x) G=0. K
8.7. Remark. The converse direction of Lemma 8.6 is done best by using
the Ito formula. We postpone it to the following section. Notice, however, that
computations like (8.3) already constitute an Ito formula in a particularly
simple case.
9. ITO FORMULA
We start by introducing explicitly the notation which turns all integrals
into conservation integrals, formally. For that goal, we consider the for-
mal ‘‘operators’’ l *(X ) and l (X ) where either X=| (whence l *(X )=
l (X )=1), or X=x # Lloc(E). This notation is formal in the sense that
l*(x) and l(x), in general, are not elements of Ba(F). In integrals they
appear, however, only in combinations like p(/K) l*(x)=l*(/Kx) which
are perfectly well-defined.
In this notation all integrals in Theorem 6.9 including the time integral
can be written in the form
|
T
{
Fl (X ) dp(T ) l *(Y) G
for suitable choices of X, Y, and T. By slight abuse of notation, we say
Fl (X ) # U{1l (F
01) and l *(X ) G # l *(F01) U{1 where F
01=BLloc(E).
Of course, for creation, annihilation, or time integral we are reduced to
T=1. However, in the cases X=x, or Y= y, the operator p(T ) in dp(T )=
p(T ) dp may be absorbed either into the creator on the right, or the anni-
hilator on the left by Proposition 3.4.
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9.1. Theorem. Let M, M$ be processes in U{1 given by integrals
Mt=|
t
{
F dp(T ) G and M$t=|
t
{
F $ dp(T $) G$,
where F, F $ # U{1l (F
01), G, G$ # l *(F01) U{1 , and T, T $ # L
(R, Ba(E)).
Then the product MM$ # U{1 is given by
Mt M$t=|
t
{
F dp(T ) GM$+|
t
{
MF $ dp(T $) G$+|
t
{
F dp(TE0(GF $) T $) G$,
(9.1)
where E0(GF $) is the function t [ E0(GtF $t) # B/Ba(F).
In differential notation dM=F dp(T ) G and d(MM$)=dMM$+M dM$
+dM dM$ we find the Ito formula
dM dM$=F dp(TE0(GF $) T $) G$.
Proof. Let us fix the compact interval K=[{, T]. By Theorem 6.9 the
nets (F, p(T ) G)P and (F $p(T $), G$)P converge V-strongly uniformly over
PK$ for all compact intervalls K$=[{, t]/K to Mt and M$t , respectively.
By Proposition 6.8 all nets are bounded uniformly for all K$/K. Therefore,
(F, p(T ) G)P (F $p(T $), G$)P wwwww
V-equistrongly MtM$t .
Splitting the double sum over k and l into the parts where k>l, k<l,
and k=l, we find
(F, p(T ) G)P (F $p(T $), G$)P
=_ :
1l<kN
+ :
1k<lN& Ftk&1 dptk(T ) Gtk&1 F $tl&1 dptl(T $) G$tl&1
+ :
N
k=1
Ftk&1 dptk(T ) Gtk&1 F $tk&1 dptk(T $) G$tk&1 . (9.2)
We will show that the first summand and the third summand of (9.2)
converge strongly to the first summand and the third summand, respec-
tively, of (9.1), establishing in this way that also the second summand of
(9.2) converges strongly. Looking at the adjoint, we have formally the same
sums, except that the first and the second summand have changed their
roles. This shows that not only the limits are V-strong limits, but also that
the limit of the second summand of (9.2) is the second summand of (9.1).
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Let Z # F1 . By Theorem 6.9
"\M$tk&1& :
k&1
l=1
F $tl&1 dptl(T $) G$tl&1+ Z"1 <=
for all k, if only the norm of P # PK is sufficiently small. Therefore, strong
versions of (6.3a) and (6.3b) (depending on whether G # U{1 or G # l( y) U
{
1)
tell us that the first summand in (9.2) converges strongly to the first
summand in (9.1).
For the last summand of (9.1) we assume concretely that F=F l (X) and
G=l *(Y ) G (F , G # U1 ; X, Y # F01), and similarly for F $, G$. For the case
Y=X$=| we find from Corollary 4.6 and the proof of Theorem 6.9
convergence in norm. In the remaining cases E0(GtF $t) is 0. Let us check
whether this is also true for the limit of the last summand of (9.2). For
instance, assume that Y= y # Lloc(E). We find
" :
N
k=1
Ftk&1 dptk(T ) Gtk&1 F $tk&1 dptk(T $) G$tk&1"
&(F, p(T ))P& " :
N
k=1
dptk Gtk&1 F $tk&1 dptk" &( p(T $), G$)P&.
For the square modulus of the sum we find by computations as in
Lemma 6.7
:
N
k=1
dptk F $*tk&1 G*tk&1 dptk Gtk&1 F $tk&1 dptk
 :
N
k=1
&( y, dptk y)& &F $*tk&1 G *tk&1 G tk&1 F $tk&1& dptk
 max
1kN
(&( y, dptk y)&) &F $*G *G F $&.
As the first factor tends to 0, we find convergence to 0 also in norm. K
9.2. Corollary. Let Mt= t0 F dI G and M$t=
t
0 F $ dI$ G$ be integrals
as in Theorem 6.9. Then dM dM$=F dI"G$ where dI" has to be chosen
according to the Ito table
dI"dI$ d+x$, y$ dl*(x$) dl(x$) dp(T$)
d+x, y 0 0 0 0
dl*(x) 0 0 0 0
dl(x) 0 d+x, E0 (GF$) x$ 0 dl(T$*E0(GF$)* x)
dp(T) 0 dl*(TE0(GF$) x$) 0 dp(TE0(GF$) T$)
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9.3. Remark. It is easy to see that the Ito formula extends also to more
general time integrals  F dlG where l is an integrator with a locally bounded
density l $ # Lloc(B). Of course, also Proposition 8.5 remains true replacing
(x(t), y(t)) with a more general density l $.
9.4. Theorem. Let F i, Gi # U{1 (i=0, +, &, 1), x, y # L

loc(E), T #
Lloc(B
a(E)), and let l be an integrator with locally bounded density l $ # Lloc(B).
Let
Mt=|
t
{
dM 0+|
t
{
dM ++|
t
{
dM&+|
t
{
dM1
be a sum of integrals where dM0=F 0 dlG0, dM +=F + dl*(x) G+, dM &=
F & dl( y) G&, and dM1=F 1 dp(T ) G1. Then the following conditions are
equivalent.
(1) M=0.
(2) | dM 0=| dM +=| dM &=| dM 1=0.
(3) ess sup
t # [{, )
&F 0t l $tG
0
t &=0,
ess sup
t # [{, )
&E0(F 1t *F 1t ) Tt E0(G1t G1t *)&=0
ess sup
t # [{, )
&G+t *(x(t), E0(F+t *F+t ) x(t)) G+t &=0
ess sup
t # [{, )
&F &t ( y(t), E0(G&t G&t *) y(t)) F&t *&=0.
Proof. By Proposition 8.5 and Lemmata 8.4 and 8.6 we have (3) O (2)
and, of course, we have (2) O (1).
So let us assume M=0. In particular, M is continuous. Since  dM0+
 dM ++ dM& is continuous by Proposition 6.8, so is  dM 1. By Lemma
8.4 we conclude that  dM 1=0, and that the condition in (3) concerning
the conservation integral is fulfilled.
Writing down the Ito formulae for M*M and MM*, and taking into account
that M=M*=0 and that the conservationpart is absent, we find that  dM*dM
= G+* d+x, E0(F+*F+) xG+=0 and  dM dM*= F & d+y, E0(G&G&*) yF &*=0.
Therefore, by Proposition 8.5 also the conditions in (3) concerning creation
and annihilation part must be fulfilled.
Since all parts except the time integral are known to be 0, also the time
integral must be 0. Again by Proposition 8.5 we find that also the last
condition in (3) must be fulfilled. This is (1) O (3). K
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10. UNITARITY CONDITIONS
We are interested in finding necessary and sufficient conditions under
which a solution U of a differential equation like (7.2) is unitary. Usually,
this is done by writing down what the Ito formula asserts for
d(U*U)=dU* U+U* dU+dU* dU (10.1a)
and
d(UU*)=dU U*+U dU*+dU dU*. (10.1b)
If the coefficients of all summands in these expressions are 0, then this is
certainly sufficient to conclude that U is unitary. To have necessity we must
conclude backwards from  d(U*U)= d(UU*)=0 that also all coef-
ficients vanish. Presently, however, we have only the criterion Theorem 9.4,
where each type of integrators dl, dl*, dl, dp appears not more than once.
Unfortunately, even in differential equations of the simpler form (7.1) the
Ito formula yields, in general, more summands of the same type which
cannot be summed up to a single one.
Here we consider differential equations without coefficients. This means
that there are no processes F, G arround the integrators. At first sight,
this looks poor. However, we allow for rather arbitrary arguments in the
integrators. As we explain in Section 13, this is already sufficient to include
the case of a calculus on a full Fock space with initial space and arbitrarily
many degrees of freedom. (In [KS92, Spe91] only the Fock space over
L2(R) is considered which, roughly speaking, corresponds to one degree of
freedom. In the unitarity conditions in [Spe91] at least some of the processes
arround the integrators may vary over U1 . So, at least in the cases were
[Spe91] applies the conditions given there are more general.) The proof of
the following theorem is very much along the lines of the corresponding
proof in [Spe91].
10.1. Theorem. Let x, y # Lloc(E), T # L

loc(B
a(E)), and let l be an
integrator with locally bounded density l $ # Lloc(B). Then the unique solution
in U01 of the differential equation
dU=U(dp(T )+dl*(x)+dl( y)+dl ), U0=1 (10.2)
is unitary, if and only if the following conditions are fulfilled.
(1) T(t)+1 is unitary almost everywhere on R+.
(2) x(t)+T(t) y(t)+ y(t)=0 almost everywhere on R+.
(3) l $(t)+l $*(t)+(x(t), x(t)) =0 almost everywhere on R+.
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Proof. From
dU*=(dp(T*)+dl*( y)+dl(x)+dl*) U*, U0*=1
we find for (10.1a), (10.1b) the explicit expressions
d(U*U)=(dp(T*)+dl*( y)+dl(x)+dl*) U*U
+U*U(dp(T )+dl*(x)+dl( y)+dl )
+dp(T*E0(U*U) T )+dl*(T*E0(U*U) x)
+dl(T*E0(U*U) x)+d+x, E0 (U*U) x (10.3a)
and
d(UU*)=U(dp(T )+dl*(x)+dl( y)+dl
+dp(T*)+dl*( y)+dl(x)+dl*
+dp(TT*)+dl*(Ty)+dl(Ty)+d+ y, y) U*
=U(dp(T+T*+TT*)+dl*(x+ y+Ty)+dl(x+ y+Ty)
+(dl+dl*+d+ y, y)) U*. (10.3b)
If U is unitary, then E0(U*U)=1 and (10.3a) simplifies to
0=dp(T+T*+T*T )+dl*(x+ y+T*x)+dl(x+ y+T*x)
+(dl+dl*+d+x, x).
By Theorem 9.4 we find (T+T*+T*T )(t)=0 (i.e., (T+1)(t) is an isometry),
(x+ y+T*x)(t)=0, and l(t)+l*(t)+(x(t), x(t))=0 for almost all t # R+.
Equation (10.3b) implies (notice that U and U* dissappear in all suprema
in Theorem 9.4, if U is unitary) that also (T+T*+TT*)(t)=0 for almost
all t # R+. In other words, (T+1)(t) is a unitary, such that also (x+y+Ty)(t)
=(T+1)(x+y+T*x)(t)=0 and d+ y, y=d+x, x.
Conversely, if the three conditions are fulfilled, then by (10.3b),
d(UU*)=0. Together with the initial condition (UU*)0=1 we find that
U is a coisometry. Whereas, U*U fulfills the differential Eq. (10.3a) also
with initial condition (U*U)0=1. One easily checks that U*U=1 is a
solution of (10.3a). By Theorem 7.3 this solution is unique. Therefore, U is
unitary. K
It is noteworthy that, although our differential equation has no coef-
ficients F and G, we needed Lemma 8.4 in full generality in order to be able
to conclude from (10.3b) to T+T*+TT*=0.
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A more common way to write down a differential equation with unitary
solution is
dU=U(dp(W&1)+dl*(Wy)&dl( y)+(i dH& 12 d+
y, y)), U0=1,
where W is unitary, y is arbitrary, and H is self-adjoint.
11. COCYCLES
Let us return for a moment to the differential equation in the form (10.2)
(without unitarity conditions). Ut is adpted to Et and the differentials dp,
dl*, dl, dI are adapted to the complement of Et . As pointed out in
[Spe98] this means that in the sense of Voiculescu [Voi95] Ut and the dif-
ferentials are freely independent with amalgamation over B in the vacuum
conditional expectation. In other words, U is a process with independent
(right) multiplicative increments.
If we choose constant functions T(t)=t, x(t)=!, y(t)=‘, and l $(t)=}
(with t # Ba(E), !, ‘ # E, } # B), then U has even stationary increments. The
goal of this section is to show that in this case U is a cocycle with respect
to the time shift automorphism group on Ba(F). The results by Hellmich,
Ko stler, and Ku mmerer [HKK98] indicate that (at least, when B is a von
Neumann algebra with a faithful normal state) for unitary cocycles U also
the converse is true.
In the sequel, we identify a constant function in some L-space with its
constant value. It should be clear from the context whether we refer to the
constant function or its value.
11.1. Definition. We define the time shift st (t # R) on the one-particle
sector E by setting [st x](s)=x(s&t). Obviously, st is BB-linear and
unitary. The time shift on F is the second quantization F(st); cf. Defini-
tion 3.3. Also F(st) is BB-linear and unitary.
The time shift automorphism group S=(St)t # R on Ba(F) is defined by
setting St(a)=F(st) aF(st)*. As F(st) is bilinear, St leaves invariant
B/Ba(F).
A process U=(Ut)t # R of operators on F is a left cocycle (with respect
to S), if Us+t=UsSs(Ut) (s, t0). If U is a unitary left cocycle, then one
easily checks that SU=(SUt )t # R+ defined by setting S
U
t (a)=Ut St(a) U t*
is an automorphism semigroup.
The proof of the following theorem is like in [KS92]. We just do not
require that the cocycle be unitary.
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11.2. Theorem. Let t # Ba(E), !, ‘ # E, and } # B. Then the solution of
dU=U(dp(t)+dl*(!)+dl(‘)+} dt), U0=1 (11.1)
is an adapted left cocycle.
Proof. Thanks to the stationarity of the differential (i.e., the arguments
of the integrators do not depend on time) we have the substitution rule
Ss \|
t
0
Ft$(dpt$(t)+dl*t$(!)+dlt$(‘)+} dt$) Gt$ +
=|
s+t
s
Ss(Ft$&s)(dpt$(t)+dl*t$(!)+dlt$(‘)+} dt$) Ss(Gt$&s)
which is easily verified by looking at the definitions of the integrals in
Theorem 6.9. We insert this for Ut and find
UsSs(Ut)=Us+|
s+t
s
UsSs(Ut$&s)(dpt$(t)+dl*t$(!)+dlt$(‘)+} dt$). (11.2)
In other words, the process U$t=Us Ss(Ut&s) fulfills for t # [s, ) the same
differential equation as Ut with the same initial condition condition U$s=
Us , i.e., Ut=U$t for ts. K
Notice that the initial condiditon U0=1 (or at least a condition like
UsSs(U0)=Us for all s) is indispensable. Otherwise, the first summand in
(11.2) was UsSs(U0) so that we gain the wrong initial value.
12. DILATIONS
A CP-semigroup on a C*-algebra B is a semigroup T=(Tt)t # R+ of
completely positive mappings Tt : B  B, i.e., T0=id, Ts b Tt=Ts+t , and
:
i, j
bi*Tt(ai*aj) b j0
for all choices of finitely many ai , bi # B. A CP-semigroup T on a unital
C*-algebra is called conservative, if Tt(1)=1 (t # R+).
In general, the goal of dilation theory is to embed B into a bigger
C*-algebra A in such a way that there exists a conditional expectation
.: A  B (i.e., a norm-one projection onto B) and a semigroup =
(t)t # R+ of endomorphisms of A, fulfilling Tt=. b t . These are the
weakest requirements a dilation should fulfill. There are, however, several
ways of strengthening the notion of dilation. First, we can require that 
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consists of unital endomorphisms or even automorphisms. In the latter case
 extends to an automorphism group. Second, we can require that B is
embedded unitally, i.e., 1B =1A .
In this section we construct dilations of uniformly continuous CP-semi-
groups where A is the algebra of adjointable operators on a suitably chosen
Fock module F=F(E). Then B is embedded unitally into A and the
conditional expectation is just the vacuum conditional expectation E0 . We
find these dilations by perturbing the time shift S (which leaves invariant
B) by an adapted unitary cocycle U in the sense of Definition 11.1. In other
words, we dilate T to the automorphism semigroup SU (which, of course,
may be extended to an automorphism group). As usual, U is the solution
of a differential equation. In Remark 12.3 we point out how we can obtain
a dilation to an E0 -semigroup (i.e., a semigroup of unital endomorphisms
of A rather then an automorphism group) by restricting the one-particle
sector to times t0. This is more similar to the approach in [HP84].
We construct the one-particle sector of our Fock module from the gener-
ator of T. Let T=(Tt)t # R+ be a conservative CP-semigroup on a unital
C*-algebra B which is uniformly continuous or, equivalently, which has a
bounded generator, i.e., a bounded linear mapping L: B  B such that Tt=
etL. Christensen and Evans [CE79] show that the generator has the form
L(b)=L0(b)&
bL0(1)+L0(1) b
2
+i[h, b], (12.1)
where L0: B  B** is a completely positive mapping (in general, neither
unital nor contractive) and h # B** is self-adjoint. It is far from being clear
under which circumstances L0 takes values in B and h # B. We only know
that the sum of all elements in B** appearing (12.1) is an element of B.
However, as pointed out in [CE79] the extension T** of T to the bidual
B** is a CP-semigroup with generator L** of the same form (12.1) where
we just have to extend L0 to B**. Therefore, we always may assume that
(possibly after extension to the bidual) L0 leaves invariant B and that h # B.
In this case we speak of a generator of ChristensenEvans type.
Once, we have the completely positive mapping L0, we may do the GNS-
construction; see Paschke [Pas73] or [Ske97, BS99] for details. In other
words, we define a B-valued semi-inner product on BB (with its obvious
BB-module structure) by setting
(ab, a$b$) =b*L0(a*a$) b$.
By dividing out the submobule N of length-zero elements and completion
we obtain a Hilbert BB-module E and a cyclic vector !=11+N such
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that L0(b)=(!, b!) . We refer to the pair (E, !) as the GNS-construction of
L0 and we refer to E as the GNS-module.
12.1. Theorem. Let T=(Tt)t # R+ be a conservative CP-semi on a unital
C*-algebra B with bounded generator L of ChristensenEvans type, i.e., L
has the form (12.1) for some completely positive mapping L0 on B and some
self-adjoint element h # B.
Denote by (E, !) the GNS-construction for L0 so that
L(b)=(!, b!)&
b (!, !) +(!, !) b
2
+i[h, b]. (12.2)
Let w be a unitary in Ba(E). Let U be the adapted unitary left cocycle
obtained as the unique solution of the differential equation
dU=U(dp(w&1)+dl*(w!)&dl(!)+(ih& 12 (!, !) ) dt), U0=1.
(12.3)
Then SU is a dilation of T, i.e., Tt=E0 b SUt  B.
Conversely, if E is a Hilbert BB-module and ! # E, h # B, then by setting
Tt=E0 b SUt  B, where U is the adapted unitary left cocycle fulfilling (12.3),
we define a uniformly continuous conservative CP-semigroup T whose gener-
ator L is given by (12.2).
Proof. It is enough to show that for U given by (12.3) the family Tt(b)
=E0 b S
U
t (b) fulfills T $t(b)=Tt b L(b).
As S leaves invariant B, we have SUt (b)=Ut bU t*. Applying, for fixed
b # B, the Ito formula to this product of integrals, we find
dSU (b)=dU bU*+Ub dU*+dU b dU*
=(U((dp(w&1)+dl*(w!)&dl(!)+(ih& 12 (!, !) ) dt) b
+b(dp(w*&1)&dl*(!)+dl(w!)&(ih+ 12 (!, !) ) dt)
+dp((w&1) b(w*&1))&dl*((w&1) b!)&dl((w&1) b*!)
+(!, b!) dt) U*.
By Lemma 4.5 in all summands containing dp or dl* we may replace U on
the left by l *(U|) and in all summands containing dp or dl we may
replace U* on the right by l (U|). It follows that applying the vacuum
conditional expectation only the time differentials survive. As E0 : B
a(F)  B
is continuous in the V-strong topology on Ba(F) and the uniform topology
on B, it follows that
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Tt(b)&b=|
t
0
E0(Us(((ih& 12 (!, !) ) b&b(ih+
1
2 (!, !) )
+(!, b!) ) ds) U s*)
=|
t
0
E0(UsL(b) U s* ds)=|
t
0
Ts b L(b) ds. K
12.2. Remark. As usual with dilations obtained by a calculus including
conservation integrals, we obtain a whole family of dilations classified by
the unitary w. However, notice that the dilation corresponding to w=1
plays a distinguished role. In this case the conservation integral dissappears
and the cocycle U is continuous. We already mentioned that in the case
without conservation integral we may restrict the set of processes under
consideration to continuous processes and that everything converges in
norm. On the other hand, if w{1 we know by Lemma 8.4 that U is certainly
not continuous.
12.3. Remark. It is easily possible to restrict the situation to operators
on the Fock module FR+=F(L2([0, ), E)). In fact, Ba(FR+) may be
indentified with those operators in Ba(F) which are adapted to L2([0, ), E).
Everything concerning integrals, Ito formula, differential equations, etc. goes
through, if we restrict to processes in U1 with values in Ba(FR+). One easily
checks that the time shift automorphism St leaves invariant B
a(FR+) for all
t0. Of course, the restriction of St to Ba(FR+) is no longer an auto-
morphism, but a unital endomorphism. It still remains true that U is a
unitary left cocyle with respect to the restriction of S. Summing up we
obtain a dilation of T to the E0 -semigroup SUBa(FR+). It is noteworthy
that our limits are in the V-strong topology of Ba(F) which, clearly, is
stronger than the original V-strong topology of Ba(FR+) (not considered as
a subset of Ba(F)).
13. THE CASE B=B(G)
Suppose B/B(G) is a concrete unital C*-algebra of operators on a
Hilbert space G. Then the tensor product E x G of a Hilbert B-module E
and the Hilbert BC-module G is a Hilbert C-module, i.e., a Hilbert space.
B(G, E x G) is a Hilbert B(G)-module with inner product (L, L$)=L*L$
and obvious module structure.
For x # E we define the mapping Lx # B(G, E x G) by setting Lxg=
x x g. Then (x, x$)=L*xLx$ . Henceforth, we identify E as a subset of
B(G, E x G) and do no longer distinguish between x # E and Lx #
B(G, E x G).
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If A is another C*-algebra and E is a Hilbert AB-module (in particular,
each Hilbert B-module is also a Hilbert Ba(E)&B-module in the obvious
way), then we define a representation \: A  B(E x G) by setting
\(a)(x x g)=ax x g. The norm of a as an operator on E and &\(a)&
coincide. Usually, we identify also a and \(a).
If B is a von Neumann algebra on G, then we say E is a von Neumann
B-module, if it is a strongly closed subset of B(G, E x G); see [Ske97,
BS99] for details. Let A be another von Neumann algebra. If E is a von
Neumann B-module and a Hilbert AB-module, and if the representation
of A on E x G is normal, then we say E is a von Neumann AB-module;
see [Ske97].
For us it is important to know that the strong closure of the GNS-
module of a normal completely positive mapping T: A  B is a von
Neumann AB-module, and that the strong closure of the tensor product
of two von Neumann modules is again a von Neumann module. All these
assertions are shown in the appendix of [BS99]. It follows that, starting
from a normal conservative CP-semigroup T with (_-weak!) bounded
generator L, all our operators in the calculus extend to the strong closure
of the Fock module (and it plays no role, if we close the one-particle sector
first) and we find a dilation of T on this closure.
Now since we know that our results extend to von Neumann modules,
we restrict our attention to the special case B=B(G). We collect some
results from [BS99]. If E is a von Neumann B(G)-module, then E=
B(G, E x G). (To see this, observe that B(G) contains all rank-one
operators, hence, so does E.) In this case Ba(E) coincides with B(E x G)
via \; see [Ske98a]. If E is a von Neumann B(G)B(G)-module, then E=
B(G, GH) with its obvious B(G)B(G)-module structure. (E x G
carries a non-degenerate normal representation of B(G). Therefore, this
representation is unitarily equivalent to the representation id1 on GH
where H is a suitable Hilbert space.)
The von Neumann module B(G, GH) is particularly simple example
of what we call a centered module in [Ske98a] (i.e., B(G, GH) is
topologically generated as a right module by those elements which com-
mute with all elements of B(G)). Observe that B(G, GH) has a module
basis. Indeed, let us denote by b f (b # B(G), f # H) the mapping
g [ bg f in B(G, GH). Then for any orthonornal basis (ei) i # I of H the
mappings 1ei form an ‘‘orthonormal basis’’ for B(G, GH) in the sense
that each element ! # B(G, GH) can be expressed as strongly convergent
sum
!= :
i # I
bi ei
with unique coefficients bi=(1ei , !) # B(G).
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Let us apply this to the cyclic vector of the GNS-construction for the
completely positive part L0 of a generator L of a normal conservative
CP-semigroup T on B(G). We recover the well known Lindblad form
L(b)= :
i # I
bi*bb i&
b  i # I bi*b i+ i # I bi*bib
2
+i[h, b] (13.1)
of the generator [Lin76]. Also the unitary operator w appearing in the
differential equation (12.3) can be expanded according to the basis. We find
a matrix (bij) i, j # I of elements in B(G) such that w(1ei)=j # I bij ej .
Expressing all ingredients of (12.3) in this way, we find an expansion of
our integrators into ‘‘basic integrators’’ dp( |ei)(ej | ), dl*(ei), and dl(ei) as
used in [MS90, Par92] in the calculus on the symmetric Fock space with
arbitrary degree of freedom. The MohariSinha regularity conditions
:
i # I
bi*bi< and :
i # I
b*ijbij< for all j # I
mean just that ! is a well defined in B(G, GH) and that w is a well-defined
operator at least on the B(G)-linear span of all 1ei . If the constant in the
above condition for bij does not depend on j then w is a bounded operator
on B(G, GH).
Notice that the strong closure of L2(R, B(G, GH)) is B(G, G
L2(R)H). The Fock module is nothing but F=B(G, GF(L2(R)H))
where F(L2(R)H) is the usual Fock space over the Hilbert space
L2(R)H. Finally, we find F x G=GF(L2(R)H). Since the
operator algebras Ba(F) and B(F x G) coincide, our calculus can be
interpreted as a calculus with arbitrary (even uncountable) degree of
freedom on the tensor product of the initial space G and the full Fock space
F(L2(R)H). In [Spe91] only the case H=C is treated, which corre-
sponds to one degree of freedom.
Let us summarize. Although we follow in many respects directly the
ideas in [KS92, Spe91], we can say that our calculus is both formally
simpler and more general. It is formally simpler, because our differential
equation for U contains no coefficients. (Of course, the coefficients are
hidden in the much more general arguments of the integrators.) And our
calculus is more general, because it allows to find dilations for arbitrary
ChristensenEvans generators. As a special case we showed in this section
how the calculus for an arbitrary Lindblad generator is contained, which
on a Fock spacesymmetric or fullrequires a calculus with arbitrary
degree of freedom.
Recently, in [GS99] a calculus on the symmetric Fock B(G)B(G)-module
B(G, G1(L2(R+)H)) has been constructed. This von Neumann module
can, indeed, be considered as the strong closure of the symmetric Fock
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module over L2(R+, B(G)H) as defined for arbitrary centered Hilbert
modules in [Ske98a]. This calculus allowed for the first time to dilate an
arbitrary generator of ChristensenEvans type (and also the construction
of EvansHudson flows, which we do not consider at all). The construction
of the one-particle sector in [GS99] is, however, less canonical in the
following sense. The completely positive part L0 of the generator L gives
rise only to a BB-module. Before finding the B(G)&B(G)-module
B(G)H, from which the symmetric Fock module can be constructed,
it is necessary to extend the module structure from B (which is rarely
centered) to B(G) (which is always centered). Also the techniques in
[GS99] refer more to Hilbert spaces, which do not play a role in our
treatment.
14. BOOLEAN CALCULUS
There are several possibilities to translate the concept of independence from
classical (or commutative) probability to quantum (or non-commutative)
probability. The minimal requirement for a notion of non-commutative
independence is probably that used by Ku mmerer [Ku m85], where
(speaking about unital V-algebras and states instead of von Neumann
algebras and faithful normal states) two (unital) V-subalgebras Ai (i=1, 2)
of a V-algebra A are independent in a state . on A, if .(aj ak)=.(a j) .(aj)
(k{ j; ai # Ai ; i=1, 2).
A more specific notion of non-commutative independence as introduced
in [Sch95] requires that the values of . on alternating monomials in A1
and A2 may be obtained from a universal product .1 .2 of the restrictions
.i Ai , where a universal product is a state on the free product (with iden-
tification of units) A1 V A2 (i.e., the coproduct of A1 and A2 in the category
of unital V-algebras) fulfilling conditions like associativity and functoriality
(i.e., the construction commutes with unital V-homomorphisms). The condi-
tions are motivated by the fact that, when interpreted classically (i.e., in the
context of commutative unital V-algebras) there is only one such universal
product, namely, the tensor product of .1 and .2 .
In the non-commutative context, besides the tensor product (corre-
sponding to tensor independence), we have the free product of states which
corresponds to free independence introduced by Voiculescu [Voi87].
Speicher [Spe97] has shown that under stronger (from the combinatorial
point of view very natural) assumptions there are only those two universal
products. In [BGS99] Ben Ghorbal and Schu rmann show how the original
set-up from [Sch95] can be reduced to [Spe97].
Allowing for non-unital V-algebras, there is a third universal product,
namely, the boolean product introduced by von Waldenfels [Wal73] which
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corresponds to boolean independence. (Actually, there is a whole family of
such products labelled by a scaling parameter; see [BGS99]. We consider
only the simplest choice of this parameter.) The boolean product is in some
sense the simplest possible product, as it just factorizes on alternating
monomials, i.e., the boolean product sends a monomial a1 a2 ... where two
neighbours are from different algebras just to the product .j (a1) .k(a2)...
where ai must be evaluated in the appropiate state, i.e., j=1 for a1 # A1
and j=2 for a1 # A2 , and so on.
Each type of independence has its own type of Fock space which is
suggested by the GNS-construction for the respective product states; see
[Sch95] for details. For tensor indepence this is the symmetric Fock space.
(This is mirrored by the well-known factorization 1(H1 H2)=
1(H1)1(H2).) For free independence this is the full Fock space. (This
is mirrored by the fact that F(H1 H2) is the free product of F(H1)
and F(H2) with their respective vaccua as reference vector.) The boolean
Fock space over H is just Fb(H)=C0H. (Here the composition law is
just the direct sum of the one-particle sectors. We may view this a direct
sum of Fb(H i)=C0i H i (i=1, 2) with identification of the reference
vectors 0i .)
The primary goal of this section is to discover a calculus on the boolean
Fock space. Similar to the symmetric and the full Fock space the solution
of a differential equation like (11.1) should be a process with stationary
Boolean independent multiplicative increments; cf. Section 11. The way we
find this calculus is to assign to a Hilbert space H (i.e., a Hilbert C-module)
a suitable C C -module structure (where C denotes the unitization of the
unital C*-algebra C). Then the full Fock module over this C -module turns
out to be (up to one vector) the boolean Fock space. However, for a
couple of reasons we find it convenient to start from the beginning with
amalgamated versions. First, the C*-algebra C is a source of continuous
confusion of the several different copies of C which appear in this context.
Second, the examples without amalgamation are rather poor and can easily
be computed by hand. Last but not least, we classify the uniformly con-
tinuous contractive, but, not necessarily conservative CP-semigroups T on
a unital C*-algebra B which may be dilated with the help of an almaga-
mated boolean calculus, as those which are of the form Tt(b)=et}*bet} for
suitable } # B.
Like everywhere in these notes B is a unital C*-algebra. Following
Voiculescu [Voi95], B is typically the range of a certain conditional expec-
tation .: A  B preserving the unit 1 of A. This generalizes the notion of
a state on A which takes values in the unital C*-algebra C.
The unitization of B is the C*-algebra B =B1 C with the new unit 1 .
As C*-algebra B isomorphic to BC where here the direct sum is that of
C*-algebras.
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Let E be a Hilbert B-module. As B is an ideal in B , we are free to
consider E also as a Hilbert B -module. Also Ba(E) is the same no matter
whether we consider E as a B- or a B -module. By setting bx=0 for b # B
and 1 x=x (x # E) we define left multiplication by elements of B on E.
Thus, E is a Hilbert B B -module.
14.1. Proposition. F(E)=B E.
Proof. Let x, y # E. Then x x y=x1 x y=x x 1y=0, whence, E x E
=[0]. K
On F(E) we may define a projection q: x [ x1. The range of q is the
Hilbert B-module Fb(E)=BE. Its orthogonal complement is the one-
dimensional subspace spanned by the element 1 &1 of B . We may think of
Fb(E) as the boolean Fock module over E. (This may be justified by giving
a formal definition of boolean independence with amalgamation over B
paralleling that of Voiculescu [Voi95] for free independence and that of
[Ske96, Ske99] for tensor independence. We do not follow this idea here.)
14.2. Proposition. q is a central projection in Ba(F(E)). Moreover, the
ideal qBa(F(E)) in Ba(F(E)) is isomorphic to Ba(Fb(E)) and has codimen-
sion 1. Consequently, Ba(F(E))$Ba(Fb(E)) t. In other words,
Ba(F(E))=C(1F &q)Ba(Fb(E))=\C0
0
Ba(Fb(E))+ acting on
F(E)=\C(1 &1)Fb(E) + ,
where 1F denotes the unit in Ba(F(E)).
Proof. Let a # Ba(F(E)). Then qax=(ax) 1=a(x1)=aqx. From this
the remaining statements are obvious. K
As Fb(E)=( BE), we may decompose also B
a(Fb(E))=( BE
E*
Ba(E)). (Notice
that a mapping 8: E  B is in Ba(E, B), if and only if it is of the form 8(x)
=( y, x) where y=8*(1) # E.) We find
C 0 0 C(1 &1)
Ba(F(E))=\ 0 B E* + acting on F(E)=\ B + .0 E Ba(E) E
(14.1)
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Now let E and F be Hilbert B-modules both equipped with the Hilbert
B B -module structure as described above. Then
F(EF )=F(E) x (B F x F(EF ))
=(B E) x (B F )=F(E) x F(F )
(which, of course, equals B EF as E x F=[0]).
14.3. Proposition. q # Ba(F(EF )) is not adapted to E.
Proof. Let X=(1, 0, 0) # F(E) and Y=(1, 0, y) # F(F ) ( y{0) as in
(14.1). Then
1 1 1
\0+ x \0+=\0+0 y y
in F(EF ). Applying q to this vector, we obtain (0, 0, y). However, as
; 1 ;
\b+ x \0+=\ 0 + ,x y ;y+x
there is no vector X$ # F(E) such that X$ x Y=q(X x Y ). A fortiori there
is no operator a on F(E) such that q=a x id. K
This property makes the definition of adaptedness to E of operators on
Fb(EF ) a little bit delicate. If q was adapted, we would just say that an
operator on Fb(EF ) is adapted, if it can be written as qa for some
operator a adapted to E in Ba(F(EF )). Here we must be more careful.
We say a # Ba(Fb(EF )) is adapted to E, if it is adapted to E in
Ba(F(EF )). In other words, we consider the intersection of the algebra
of adapted operators on F(EF ) with qBa(F(EF ))=Ba(Fb(EF )).
Proposition 14.3 means that the unit q of Ba(Fb(EF )) is not adapted.
Fortunately, all the operators p(T ) (T # Ba(E)), l*(x) (x # E) and, conse-
quently also l(x) remain unchangeded, if we multiply them by q. (In other
words, they belong to Ba(Fb(EF )).) So it is very well possible to find a
calculus on Fb(L2(R, E)) by restricting the calculus on F(L2(R, E)) to
adapted processes with values in Ba(Fb(L2(R, E))). We may, however, not
hope to find unitary solutions of differential equations.
We close the discussion of Fb(EF) by writing down the adapted
operators.
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14.4. Proposition. An operator a on Fb(EF )=BEF is adapted
to E, if and only if it is the extension by 0 to 00F of an operator a$ on
Fb(E).
Proof. One easily checks that the subspace F of Fb(EF )/F(EF )
consists of all elements of the form (1 &1) x y. Then for a$ # Fb(E) we have
(a$ x id)((1 &1) x y)=0, because a$(1 &1)=0. Conversely, if ay=0 for all
y # F, then a restricts to an operator a$ on Fb(E) such that a$ x id=a, as
before. K
14.5. Theorem. Let qE # Ba(F(EF )) denote the projection onto
Fb(E). An operator a on F(EF )=B EF is adapted to E, if and only
if it is the sum of an operator a$ # Ba(Fb(EF )) adapted to E and a multiple
of 1F &qE .
Proof. The operator 1F &qE is the difference of 1F which is adapted
and qE which by Propostion 14.4 is also adapted. Therefore, operators of
the stated form, indeed, are adapted.
Conversely, let
: 0 0
a=\0 b z*+0 z$ a$
be adapted. The part of a correponding to :=0, z # E, and a$ # Ba(E) is
adapted. Thus, we may subtract this part and assume, henceforth, that
b=0, z # F, and a$E=[0]. (Actually, we may only assume that a$E/F.
However, by adaptedness of a it is impossible that a$ maps an element of
E to a non-zero element of F.) If we apply this modified operator a to
(0, 0, y), we obtain (0, (z, y), a$y). On the other hand, as a is adapted, it
must be possible to write this vector as X x (0, 0, y). Like in the proof of
Proposition 14.3 we find that the middle component of such a vector is 0.
Therefore, z=0. The same argument applied to a* yields z$=0. Taking this
into account, a has been reduced to :(1F &q)+a$. We find a(0, 0, y)=
(0, 0, a$y). On the other hand, recall that (0, 0, y)=(1, 0, 0) x (0, 0, y)
(where we consider (0, 0, y) both as element of F(EF ) and as element
of F(F )). Clearly, an adapted operator sends such a vector to a multiple
of itself. Thus, a$ is a multiple of the projection q&qE onto F. As we
already remarked, 1F &qE=(1F &q)+(q&qE) is adapted, but 1F &q is
not. So the only possibility for this multiple of q&qE is :(q&qE). K
14.6. Corollary. Let u # Ba(F(EF)) be a unitary adapted to E with : # C
in its upper left corner (so that |:|=1). Then the unitary qu # Ba(Fb(EF ))
is the sum of the operator qu&:(1&qE) # Ba(Fb(EF )) adapted to E and
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the operator :(1&qE) adapted to F. In other words, u is the direct sum of
a unitary qEu on Fb(E) and a unitary :(1F &qE) on C(1 &1)F, both
being adapted to E.
Now we concentrate on F=F(L2(R, E)). We remark that it does not
matter, whether we first construct L2(R, E)) for the Hilbert B-module E
and then turn it into a Hilbert B B -module, or conversely. We use also the
other notations as introduced in Definition 6.1. Additionally, we introduce
the projections qt onto the boolean Fock module until time t and we set
q=q .
We have at hand all our results until Section 12. (Of course, E contains
not one non-zero element commuting with any non-zero element of B .
Thus, E is extremely uncentered.) Additionally, as there are only the
vacuum and the one-particle sector, we do not really need any notion from
Section 2, although it nevertheless leads to more compact estimates, if we
continue using the l1 -norm.
The truncated structure of our Fock module or, what is the same, the
trivial action of B on E reduces the possibilities for integrals. In a creation
integral  F dl*(x) G only the component of F along 1F &q contributes.
Absorbing the numerical time dependence of the multiple of 1F &q into G,
we may replace F by 1F . The opposite statement is true for annihilation
integrals. Particularly boring are conservation integrals where only integrals of
the form T{ f (t) dpt(T ) with a numerical function f # C(R) survive. Consider-
ing f as multiplication operator on E , we just obtain p( fT/[{, T])=
T{ dpt( fT ). This means that in all non-zero places of the Ito table the
processes G and F $, which are ‘‘sandwiched’’ between the differentials,
dissappear.
On the remaining sides of the integrators we may insert the vacuum
projection ||)(|| without changing the value of the integral. Thus, we
have  dl*(x) G =  dl*(x) l (G*|),  F dl(x) =  l *(F|) dl(x) and
 F d+x, yG= l *(F|) d+x, yl (G*|).
Let U be a left adapted cocycle obtained as solution of the differential
equation as in Theorem 11.2. We write this in integral form and obtain
Ut=1F +|
t
0
Us(dps(t)+dls*(!)+dls(‘)+} ds). (14.2)
The following projection procedure can be done in more steps what yields
interesting intermediate results, in particular, in the context of product
systems of Hilbert modules; see [BS99]. (We already established F(E) x
F(F )=F(EF ) for modules with the trivial left action of B. On the
other hand, this is reconfirmed by the result in [BS99] that the time
ordered Fock modules form a product system and that for our modules time
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ordered and full Fock module coincide, because the difference appears first
in the two-particle sector.)
Let us multiply (14.2) by 1 # B/Ba(F) from both sides. (Due to the
trivial action of B this corresponds more or less to the vaccum conditional
expectation on the boolean Fock module. Thus, the result may be inter-
preted as an element of B.) Then all integrals except the time integral are
cancelled. We obtain
1Ut 1=1+|
t
0
1Us1} ds.
In other words, setting bt=1Ut 1 # B, we find bt=et}. This means that we
obtain a CP-semigroup T of the very special form
Tt(b)=(|, Ut bU &1t |) =bt bbt*.
(Notice that we did not even require Ut to be unitary.)
Conversely, let E be a Hilbert B-module equipped with the usual Hilbert
B B -module structure. If Tt(b)=(!t , b!t) (!t # F) defines a semigroup
on B, then for the components bt*=1!t # B of !t ; we necessarily have
bsbt bbt*bs*=bs+tbb*s+t for all b # B; s, t # R+. Of course, this does not
necessarily mean that bsbt=bs+t . One can, however, show with the help of
product systems (where the !t form a so-called unit; see [BS99]) that the
bt can be chosen accordingly. Together with the assumption that T has a
bounded generator we arrive at the same conclusion.
And yet another way to look at it is to start with a uniformly continuous
conservative CP-semigroup T on B . Then the GNS-module E of the com-
pletely positive part L0 of the generator L has the desired B B -module
structure, if and only if L0(b)=0 for all b # B. In this case, the restriction
of L to B has the form L(b)=}b+b}* where Re }=&12 (!, !) # B and Im }
=1h # B. Once again, one verifies directly by differentiation that Tt(b)=
et}bet}* has this generator. Additionally, we see that T is the unital extension
of a contractive uniformly continuous CP-semigroup T from B to T .
Contractive CP-semigroups on C have the form Tt(z)=e&tcz (c0). We
have discussed the corresponding truncated Fock C C -module L2(R+)1
at length in [BS99, Sect. 8].
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